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Tax study
planned
FRANKFORT, Ky.'(AP) —
The General Assembly,will take
another look at tax policy, perhaps with an eye on gas and
car taxes, but lawmakers are
dubious about what might actually come of it.
"I don't know what the results
will be," said House Speaker
Richards, D-Bowling
Jody
Green. "It's just to take a look
and see if there's anything that
can be done."
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, DHindman, the chairman of the
Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee, said Richards
and Senate President Larry
Saunders were placed on the
study panel to give it some
political weight. The Republican leaders of the House and
Senate, Rep. Danny Ford of
Mount Vernon and Sen. David
Williams of Burkesville, are also
on the committee.
Bailey said the group will take
a look at the various studies
conducted over the years, especially a comprehensive effort
conducted during Gov. Brereton Jones' administration. That
study and its accompanying
recommendations were doomed
almost from the start after Jones
started it, then all but disavowed it.
Bailey noted that the earlier study was also hampered
by the essential nature of tax
reform. "Tax reform by its very
definition means some taxes
go up and some taxes go down,"
Bailey said.
The clash between the winners and losers usually leaves
legislators inclined to avoid the
topic.
Bailey said a gas tax
increase and a car tax decrease
are the two most common tax
topics he hears.
1 don't know if anything will
come of it," Bailey said.

County studies parkin
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
County officials hope to reduce
the twice-monthly problem of parking at its judicial building on North
Fourth Street within the next few
weeks by finishing a paved lot on
the south side of the building.
The lot between the judicial building and the law office of Ricky
Larnkin will be striped and a concrete walkway over a drainage ditch
should be finished within a month,
according to Judge/Executive Larry
Elkins.
Then signs will be erected directing drivers headed to the judicial
building to the lot, Elkins said.
"It's open, but we haven't been
encouraging people to use it," Elkins
said. He cited safety as a concern
because people have to cross two
concrete lips and the ditch to get.
from the lot to the judicial building.
But judicial building security
guards have had little choice but to
suggest to people complaining about
the parking situation that they use
the lot, said Sheriff Stan Scott, whose
office provides security.
"The only thing we can do is tell

people ... 'Well, there's one (a parking lot) on the south side of the
building,— he said, noting most people don't know the lot is owned by
the county.
The second and fourth Mondays
of the month, when district and circuit court are in session at the same
time, make parking especially difficult. It is especially bad on the second Monday of the month when the
grand jury meets to return indictments.
One recent, especially busy Monday "was a nightmare," Scott said.
Full dockets in district and circuit courts filled the regular parking
areas, forcing some people into the
Calloway County Jail and Miller
Funeral Home lots.
It also meant the sheriff's department had nearly 30 inmates to deal
with, he said.
"It puts all hands on deck, and
we don't need any more headaches,"
Scott said, noting that as many as
a dozen deputies were needed.
To top it off, people were trying
to park in the slots on the north
side of the judicial building - where

M See Page 2

BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo
This view, taken from the second floor window, shows an additional unmarked parking lot that is available to those using the Calloway County Judicial Building.

Working poor pay higher taxes
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — As
April 15 nears and tax deadlines
loom, Kentucky's working poor will
be among the highest taxed in the
nation, compared with people in
the same income brackets in other
states, a new report said.
The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, a Washington public policy group, released its report

Wednesday, showing that Kentucky
imposes a state income tax of
$550 on families of four with
incomes at the federal poverty line
for families that size, $16,655.
That's more than any other state.
For families of three with
incomes at the poverty line of
$13,001, Kentucky's income tax
is $338 — the second highest among

the states.
"The majority of states have
recognized the inconsistency of
encouraging poor families to work
and then taxing them back under
the poverty line," Nicholas Johnson, a co-author of the report, said
in a statement.
"Many parents are working long
hours for little money as they

Tonight. Partly cloudy. Low
near 40. South wind 5 to 15
mph.
Friday.. Mostly cloudy. A
chance of showers and thunderstorms. High 55 to 60.
Chance of rain 50 percent.
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struggle to make the transition
from welfare to work. At a time
when most states no longer tax
the poor, to continue to, do so is
unconscionable and counterproductive." he said.
The report noted a generally
positive trend over the last two
years: Five states stopped pxing
the incomes of families below fed-

eral poverty lines, and six other
states raised the income threshold
at which they begin imposing
income taxes.
"We ranked very high in last
year's report, and we're even higher this year because we haven't

II See Page 2

Cleaning Kentucky:

Study shows less litter

Writer calls
state 'racist'
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
theorist and author is returning to Kentucky for a lecture
but says racism will keep her
from ever coming home permanently.
"I would love to have a little farm in Kentucky," said bell
hooks, who spells her name
in lower case to emphasize
her message.
"But it is a place where
black women like me aren't
welcome; it makes me angry
that others can come to Kentucky and carve out their place
and I can't."
She will speak today at Berea
College about her childhood in
Kentucky and how it shaped
her sense of writing, love and
canng.
The speech, free and open
to the public, is part of the
of
celebration
college's
Women's History Month.
Born Gloria Jean Watkins,
the author took the name of
her maternal great-grandmother, Bell Hooks, as her pen name.
She wrote her first book,
"Ain't I A Woman: Black Women
and Feminism," at the age of
19 as an undergraduate at
Stanford University.
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FINDING SOLUTIONS...Calloway County High School freshmen Daysha
Milby, DeAnna Page and Derik Manis study for an algebra test Wednesday in the hallway outside their classroom.

Retired justice dies
WASHINGTON(AP)-- Retired Supreme
Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun, author
of the 1973 decision that legalized abortion nationwide and set off one of the
most explosive political debates in American history, died today at age 90.
Blackmun served 24 years on the nation's
highest court after being appointed in 1970
by President Richard M. Nixon. He retired
in 1994.
Blackmun died, at Arlington Hospital in
suburban Arlington, Va.: from complications following hip-replacement surgery performed nine days ago. He had fallen and
broken his hip at home a day before the
operation.
The lifelong Republican was considered
a staunch conservative in his early days
on the court. By the time he retired, he
was considered its most liberal justice, but
he has told friends the court's politics had
changed more than his own.
Blackmun often cast liberal votes in
cases pitting individual liberties against
governmental authority. But he generally
voted against expanding the rights of criminal suspects.
He was a champion of maintaining a
strict separation between church and state.
But towering above all else in Blackmun's high court tenure was his role in
the 1973 decision and subsequent abortion
rulings.
His authorship of Roe vs. Wade made
him the most vilified Supreme Court member in history. He received more than
60,000 pieces of "hate mail" because of
the decision.
The letters called him a murderer and

a butcher. They compared him to the Nazi
overseers of genocide.
Blackmun insisted on reading all such
mail. "I want to know what the people
who wrote are thinking." he once said.
In a 1983 interview with The Associated Press on the eve of his most famous
decision's 10-year anniversary, Blackmun
repeated the phrase "author of the abortion decision" slowly and softly. "We all
pick up tabs," he said. "I'll carry this one
to my grave."
After years of stopping just short of reversing Roe vs. Wade, the court in 1992 reaffirmed, by a 5-4 vote, the 1973 ruling's
central holding — that women have a constitutional right to end their pregnancies.
A triumphant Blackmun wrote that the
victory was good law only as long as the
current court was intact. But President Clinton's election and Justice Byron R. White's
decision to retire before Blackmun lessetie& the anticipated impact Blackmun's
departure .would have on legalized abortion.
When appointing Blackmun. Nixon called
him a "strict constructionist." a term defined
by Nixon aides as a judge who leaned
toward interpreting existing law rather than
making new law.
Blackmun was Nixon's third choice to
fill the vacancy created when Justice Abe
Fortas resigned under fire for having accepted a $20,000 fee from the family of a
financier who went to prison.
The Senate rejected Nixon's nominations of two federal appeals court judges,

IN See Page 2

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- The authors
of a study that said there was less litter in
Kentucky these days were not looking in
the right place, Rep. Greg Stumbo said.
"I just challenge anybody to go out and
walk up and down the roadways." Stumbo
said.
Stumbo said he agreed litter may be down
across Kentucky. but probably not .in more
rural areas that do not have community recycling programs or, in some instances, garbage
pickup.
The study. done for the Beverage Industry Recycling Program. composed largely of
the bottling industry, says there is less litter now in Kentucky than in 1980 and that
the best way to reduce trash is with an
advertising campaign. not a deposit law on

M See Page 2

Group pushes for action
By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Associated Press Writer
(AP) - State offices in Kentucky are
doing a poor job of recycling despite state
laws, an environmental advocacy group reported in a study released today questioning the
effectiveness of state cleanup programs.
"Kentucky has a state law that requires
them to recycle products and they don't
even do that at the same time that they're
promoting that they're doing so much to
clean up our state," said Casey Stem development director at Appalachia-Science in the
Public Interest.
Aggressive state leadership is the ultimate answer to end the state's waste problems that include the use of straight pipes,
which dump raw sewage directly from toilets into waterways, and illegal dumping of
trash, the group reports.
"Solving waste problems goes beyond the
habitat of the individual citizens or cashshort counties," according to the report.
which notes that the state's waste problems
occur primarily in eastern Kentucky.
More than 44 percent of state offices are
not recycling aluminum, 74.4 percent do not
recycle office paper and 82.6 percent do not
recycle cardboard, according to the 36-page
report titled "Drowning in Garbage: Kentucky's Waste Problems."
ASPI came up with the results by contacting 86 different state agencies and asking whether certain items are recycled.
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containers.
"We've got a pretty' good report card,"
said C. Ray Gillespie of the bottlers' group.
-That's not to say the job's finished."
Donna Waterman, a North Carolina consultant who performed the survey, said it
compared with a similar study done for the
Natural Resources Cabinet in 1980. Waterman said the 1998 study showed a 61 percent decline in "litter rate" across the state.
But the stud's released to the Container
Deposit Task Force on Wednesday does not
include a comparison of the actual number
of pieces of litter found during the two surveys. Instead, the survey results were modified to include items such as weather conditions and traffic along the roadways.
Waterman said the results were not corn-

But Mark York, a spokesman for the state
Natural Resources Cabinet, said the agency
disagrees with some of the numbers throughout the report. He defends the efforts in
state offices to increase recycling.
"We have put guidelines out for all state
agencies. agencies have recycling coordinators, and we're working with (state) parks
with the recycling program to put a model
recycling program in place," York said. "Are
we there yet? No. Are we farther along than
we were a year ago? Yes."
York said ASPI has put too much emphasis on the state's role to clean up Kentucky.
He said the Natural Resources Cabinet has
initiated programs to help local governments
improve the problem.
"We have undertaken numerous efforts,
and a great majority of these efforts involve
working with local governments — the county judges, fiscal courts, the mayors — because
it takes efforts at the local level to get
things done," York said.
In the report. ASPI advocates a variety
,of solutions that include increasing enforcement of existing state waste laws and encouraging the composting of kitchen, yard and
human wastes. In addition, the group encourages the passage of a bottle bill, which
would require deposits on containers.
But York said all the suggestions made
in the report are being made at least in part
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Chase ends in man's arrest

4.

From Page 1

Staff Report
stolen property more than $300 enacted any reforms in the past
Murray Ledger & Times
and third-degree burglary, both year while some other states have,"
A Johnny Robertson Road man Class D felonies.
said Rep. Jim Wayne, D-Louisville.
faces felony charges after leading
"As people are moving from welHe remained in jail here Thurscity police on an early morning day morning in lieu of bond, half fare to work and coping with probchase that ended with his arrest. of which is $2,500 cash only; the lems like child care, it's an injusMurray police arrested Ricky other half is $2,500 cash, proper- tice to tax them as we do," he
D. Overbey, 38, about 3 a.m. ty or approved surety.
said.
Thursday after he allegedly stopped
The report shows "how hard it
The latest charges accuse Brown
his vehicle and ran through the of having about $800 worth of is for families trying to step up
back yard of an Utterback Road power tools taken from Adams those first rungs of self-sufficienhome. according to a police report. Construction of Murray, which is cy when we have a state that taxes
He remained in the Calloway building the Holland Medical facil- you backwards," said Debra Miller,
County Jail Thursday morning ity in the Industrial Park on U.S. executive director of Kentucky
pending a bond hearing.
Youth Advocates, a private inter641 North,. a police report said.
Overbey is charged with firstMarshall
County
sheriff's est group based in Frankfort.
degree fleeing or evading police and deputies recently found the items
The General Assembly might
first-degree wanton endangerment, in his.truck, which was parked at address the issue next year. Wayne
both Class D felonies, and mis- Brown's work place in Benton, said he has been working with
demeanor charges of speeding, first- the report said.
various groups on a bill that would
offense driving under the influBrown was arrested last week give the working poor a state
ence, driving on a suspended license and charged with taking a
gener- income-tax break similar to the
and reckless driving.
ator and power tools from two federal tax relief they get through
He allegedly was driving 60 Murray sites, as well
as items
mph in a 35 mph zone when from Marshall County
High School.
Patrolman Todd Clere tried to stop
Elsewhere, two assaults reporthim at the intersection of North ed earlier
this week appear to be
16th Street and Kentucky 121 the results
of random attempted
North, the report said.
strong-arm robberies, according to From Page 1
Overbey allegedly refused to
police Detective Captain Bobby
stop and sped up as he drove on
inmates are brought in and out Holmes.
North 16th, nearly losing control
which has no outlet, Scott said.
Police are still looking for four
of the vehicle several times, the
"It was not only becoming a
to six white males, possibly juve- security problem, we- still had a
report said.
He allegedly turned onto Utter- niles, who attacked Murray attor- problem with people trying to get
back Road and drove a short dis- ney Dennis Lortie near his _Broad in there," he said.
tance before stopping the car in Street home and two male juve"I think we alleviated our probfront of a residence and running niles on Payne Street Tuesday lem," he added.
through the back yard, the report night.
The north side parking area is
said. Clere caught him after a
Police are looking for a dark, now closed
to the public from 8
possibly blue, four-door car with
short foot chase.
a.m. to noon on the second and
In other reports, city police have a purple neon ring around th
fourth Mondays. The Murray Street
filed more felony charges con- license plate and tinted windov
Department recently drew four "No
cerning thefts from construction
Holmes said anyone who fi
Parking" slots in yellow paint next
sites against a Grand Rivers man threatened while walking sh,
to the building on the north side.
already accused of taking items go to someone's house to get out
The arrival of a $30,000 airfrom several other sites here and of danger. They can also call 911
port-style X-ray machine, expecttoll-free on a cellular telephone if
in Marshall County.
ed by July 1 from the state AdminPolice charged Kevin Brown, they are within the city limits, he
istrative Office of the Courts, should
37, Wednesday with receiving said.
also help. Scott said. This will
free up additional personnel.
County workers have recently
made a curb-cut in the concrete
lips. Elkins said Harold Turner,
the county maintenance supervisor, should have the walkway done
in the next six weeks, weather
Ls
permitting.
SERVING YOUR FARM LABOR NEED
"The ideal situation would be
,
For H-2.-Oligrant Workers
to put a drive-through (between
kV° 4<:-T.,.
1-7."-C-s• 11,
2tit; Maple St.• P.O. Box 1056
the two southside lots), but for
\•
Murray. KY 42071-1056
drainage reasons, we don't think •
Telephone: 502/759-3300
that'll be a good idea," Elkins
t•
said.
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have a disproportionate tax at the
lower income level," Moberly said.
"We'll have to look at this issue
in the context of our entire state
tax burden and consider things
like the fact that we don't put the
sales tax on food or medicine, and
that we have relatively low property taxes," he said.
Merl Hackbart, a senior policy
adviser to Gov. Paul Patton's administration, also warned against looking at only one aspect of the
state's tax system. Tax breaks
passed by the legislature include
a 1996 measure to increase the

standard deduction on the income
tax — which helped mostly people with low incomes, he said.
The report said Kentucky is one
of just six states that taxed the
income last year of "very poor
families of three or four — families with incomes below half the
poverty line."

ing Haitians who had fled their
homeland by boats, Blackmun was
the lone dissenter.
"They demand only that the
United States, land of refugees
and guardian of freedom, cease
forcibly driving them back to detention, abuse and death," he wrote.
"That is a modest plea ... We
should not close our ears to it."
When the court in 1989 disallowed a battered boy's lawsuit
against the child-custody officials
who placed him with his abusive
father, Blackmun again dissented.
"Poor Joshua," he wrote. "Victim
of repeated attacks by an irresponsible, bullying, cowardly and
intemperate father and abandoned
by (officials) who placed him in
a dangerous situation."
Months before his retirement,
Blackmun repudiated his careerlong acceptance of capital punishment and declared himself
opposed to the death penalty in
all circumstances.
"The death-penalty experiment
has failed. I no longer shall tinker with the machinery of death,"
Blackmun wrote.
He wrote for the court when it
ruled in 1985 that Congress has
almost unlimited power to force
state and local governments to
comply with federal laws — including those requiring overtime pay
for more than 40-hour work weeks.
Blackmun also wrote the 1991

decision that said employers may
not bar women from certain hazardous jobs just to protect fetuses. A 1984 opinion he wrote
required states to offer "clear and
convincing" evidence of parental
unfitness before permanently severing all parent-child ties.
In a 1977 decision. Blackmun
wrote for the court that a blanket
ban on lawyer advertisements violated free-speech rights.
Blackmun was born in Nashville,
III., but was raised in St. Paul
and Minneapolis. He and Burger
first met as kindergarten pupils.
Their friendship was long lasting, and Blackmun served as best
man in Burger's 1933 wedding.
But on the high court, differences
between the two jurists strained
those boyhood ties.

the "earned-income tax credit."
The Legislative Research Commission approved a new legislative study of the entire Kentucky
tax system on Wednesday. Rep.
Harry Moberly, a Richmond gemocrat who co-chairs the House budget committee, said the legislative
panel will examine the incometax burden that Kentucky places
on the poor — among other things.
"I have not seen this newest
report, but I saw the one last year.
And in general. I would say that
it's correct that we probably do

Agricultural Labor Association
Subsidiary of Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Assn.

From Page 1
Clement Haynsworth of Greenville,
S.C., and G. Harrold Carswell of
Tallahassee, Fla.
Blackmun, who had been a member of the 8th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals since 1959, was confirmed by a unanimous Senate
vote.
In his early years on the high
court, Blackmun was derided for
what legal scholars perceived as
his dependence on fellow Minnesotan and longtime friend Warren E. Burger, the chief justice
who had been appointed by Nixon
a year earlier.
Blackmun was called "Hip Pocket Harry" and "The Minnesota
Twin" in print.
But by the end of his first
decade on the court. Blackmun
had established himself as an independent force whose vote often
was a critical one in close cases.
Blackmun also emerged in a
new role — the justice most intent
on forcing the court to come to
grips with the realities of the problems it was asked to resolve and
with the real-world effects of those
resolutions.
His opinions often portrayed
those realities with passionate rhetoric.
When the court in 1993 ruled
that U.S. authorities need not give
hearings before seizing and return-
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It also said that Kentucky's
threshold at which families begin
paying income tax is $5,000 for
two-parent families of four — the
second lowest threshold of the 42
states with income taxes.
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Ford Rent-A-Car, we can
offer you a really great
deal. Stop in or give us
call.

Ford Taurus
Ford Windstar

RENT-A-CAR

by the state. York said a staff
member from the Natural Resources
Cabinet is on a committee looking at the bottle bill issue.
ASPI describes itself in the
report as a nonprofit research, educational and advocacy organization whose mission is to make
technology and information accessible to low-income individuals in
central Appalachia. The group was
formed in 1977.
The report is part of a lawsuit
filed by several Clay County citizens that ASPI joined against the
state and Clay County. The suit
alleges the state and county have
not done enough to clean up the
environment.

An MCCH spokesman said she
was treated for a leg bruise and released.
She was in a crosswalk near
Hamilton Avenue about 5:45 p.m.
Tuesday when a car driven by Tina
R. Collie, 30, of Fox Meadows
Kimberly Hunt, age unknown, Drive, tried to stop in time to avoid
of Chris Drive, complained of back hitting Hunt, the report said.
pain following the accident TuesCollie was apparently unable to
day night and was taken to the stop her car because of rain water
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, on the street, and the front driver's
a Murray Police Department report side hit Hunt, the report said.
said.
In an earlier accident on Tues-
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The Rev. Al Fritsch, a Jesuit
priest who is director of ASPI,
said in a statement that Gov. Paul
Patton's administration has gone
to great lengths to provide media
hype that falsely shows Kentucky's
waste problems are being take
care of.
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"Kentucky's citizens are being
led to believe that the problems
of illegal dumps, straight pipes
and litter are being attacked headon and that the state is winning
the battle," Fritsch said.
York said it's great that ASPI
appears to be as concerned, about
cleaning with Kentucky as the
state is, but he disagrees with
Fritsch.
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day, Marie W. Miller, 82, of Hazel.
was treated for a small head cut at
the scene of a two-car collision at
the intersection of South 12th
Street and Glendale Road, a police
report said.
Miller was southbound on 12th
Street as she tried to turn onto
Glendale Road about 5 p.m. and
pulled in front of Lisa K. Pinney,
43, of Gilbertsville, who was northbound and was unable to stop in
time to avoid a collision, report
said.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray State University student has been injured after being hit
by a car that was unable to stop on
a rain-slick street by campus.
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week

OR

15 Passenger
Vans
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MSU student struck by car

212 South 12th St.• Murray
Dr. Jeannine Buchanan
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parable without the statistical corrections. But the report does not
seem to compare the actual amount
of litter found in 1980 against the
1998 findings.
Stumbo said he agreed with the
finding that the amount of carts"
and bottles found as litter has
declined. In fact, he said it proved
his point for the need for a container deposit law.
Stumbo said cans and bottles that
have value as recyclable materials are picked up and less would
be thrown out if they carried a
cash deposit, as he would like.
The report from the bottlers
said the most cost-effective means
of reducing litter is a targeted advertising campaign.

•

Blackmun won a scholarship to
Harvard, where he earned highest
honors as a mathematics major.
He then went to Harvard's law
school.
After practicing law in the Twin
Cities for nearly 20 years, Blackmun served as general counsel of
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minn., from 1950 to 1959. President Dwight D. Eisenhower
appointed him to the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals that year.
Blackmun is survived by his
wife. Dorothy, and three daughters.
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Hill Electric's Networking & Communica(ions Division provides a full range of personal computer, networking, data and voice
communications services We provide professional installation and
service of new and existing PC's, LAN's,
WAN's, cabling, hardware, software and
digital phone systems With reasonable rates
and a professionally trained staff, we are your
full service communications solution With a
combined 25 years of
a CNE,
CNA, and MCP you are guaranteed the service and support you demand and deserve
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Chief Justice Joseph E. Lambert has selected Cicely Jaracz
Lambert to serve as director of the Administrative Office of
the Courts. She is a Louisville is a Louisville lawyer in private practice.

Childhood education
conference planned
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The Association for Childhood
Education 1999 Regional Spring
Conference will be held March 6
on the campus of Murray State
University.
"Claiming Our Future" is the
theme for this year's conference
which will go on from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. in the Baptist Student
Union Building.
Gale Cornelison will discuss
"Claiming Our Future for the Children" for the keynote presentation. A graduate of Murray State
University, Cornelison is director
of Wee Care Child Development
Center.
In addition to the keynote presentation, three sessions will be
held throughout the day, featuring
six different topics that participants may choose to -attend.
Leading the group sessions are:
Dr. Chuck Hulick. coordinator of
graduate programs at Murray State
University, who will speak on
"Child Abuse: What All Teachers
Need to Know:" Kathy Wilson.
assistant director of Wee Care
Child Development Center, "Positive Discipline Techniques:" Julie
, Gargus, -director of Murray State
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University Child Development Center, "Claiming Our Future: Using
Music to Make Magic in the Classroom," Holly Bloodworth, distinguished practitioner in the MSU
department of elementary and secondary education, "Tips for Teachers:" Dr. Allan Beane, professor
of special education at MSU,"Bullies in the Classroom:" and Dr.
Joann Niffenegger, assistant professor of elementary and secondas
education, "Teacher
ary
Researcher."
Teachers who attend the conference will qualify for three clock
hours of inservice credit. Amy
Lamb, student coordinator says the
conference is also designed to
attract preschool instructors who
need to acquire continuing development credit and will provide a
wide range of child resource material to students and educators.
Registration will be held from
8:30 to 9 a.m. Onsite fees for
those who did not preregister are
$15 for students and $20 for teachers.
For more information about the
conference call (502) 762-6867 or
762-3115.

Mrs. Gladys Irene Cox Robinson

Mrs. Thelma DePnest

Mrs. Gladys Irene Cox Robinson, 91, South 16th Street, Murray, died 'Tuesday, March 2, 1999, at 8:15 p.m. at Long Term
Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She retired in 1976 after being an elementary school teacher
for the Illinois School System for 48 years. A member of First
Christian Church, Lawrenceville, Ill., she had attended First United Methodist Church, Murray, after moving here in 1990.
Her husband, Omer Robinson, and two sisters, Mrs. Lou Dixon
and Mrs. Mabel Martin, preceded her in death. Born Feb. 17,
1908, in Johnson County, Ill., she was the daughter of the late
Ira Cox and Madge Cox.
Survivors include two sons, Franklin Edward Robinson and
wife, Janet, Murray, and Sgt. Major Leland Laverne Robinson and
wife, Beverly,• Junction City, Kan.; one sister, Mrs. Lorraine Bolding and husband, Bob, Pana, Ill.; two brothers, Verdi Cox and
wife, Ginny, Houghton, Mich., and Jack Cox, Fort Myers, Fla.;
eight grandchildren, Tony Robinson and wife, Amy, Michael Robinson and wife, Tabitha, Richard Robinson, Steve Robinson, Scott
Robinson and wife, Paige, Randy Robinson, Karen Rogers and
husband, David, and Kathy Roesler and husband, Harold; nine
great-grandchildren including Alex Knight and Abby Robinson.
A private memorial service will be held at a later date. Miller
Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Department of
Philosophy and Religious Studies, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.

Mrs. Thelma DePriest, 86, Coles Camp Ground Road, Murra
died Wednesday, March 3, 1999, at 2 p.m. at Murray-Callowa
County Hospital.
A retired sales clerk for the former Lerman's Department Store
in Murray, she was a member of Grace Baptist Church. Bort,
Aug. 20, 1912, she was the daughter of the late Sam Kingery and
Elsie Thomas Kingery.
Survivors include her husband, Conrad DePriest; one daughter.
Mrs. Connie Jones and husband, Larry, Murray; two sons, Gar>
DePriest and wife, Barbara, Irving, Texas, and Larry DePriest and
wife, Mabel, Protection, Kan.; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral au
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Gina Lynn Epifano
Mrs. Gina Lynn Epifano, 39, Jeffersontown, former teacher at
Murray State University, died Tuesday, March 2, 1999, at the University of Louisville Hospital, Louisville. Her death followed an
illness.
A graduate of the University of Kentucky and the University
of Missouri - Kansas City Conservatory of Music, she was a
music professor most recently at Transylvania University, Lexington. She had taught music and voice at the University of Kentucky, University of Louisville and Murray State University.
Born in Ashland, she was a member of the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association, Kentucky Music Educators Association, National Association for Teachers of Singing, Kentucky Choral Directors
Association and UK Alumni Association.
Survivors include her husband, Jim Epifano; one son, Anthony
Epifano, Jeffersontown; her parents, Bill and Ramona Scaggs, Ashland; one sister, Ken Scaggs; her grandmothers, Mrs. Kaki Collins,
Richmond, Va., and Mrs. Hazel Topping, Hampton, Va.
The funeral mass will be Friday at 10 a.m. at St. Michael
Catholic Church, Jeffersontown.
Visitation will be today (Thursday) until 9 p.m. at Foreman
Funeral Home, Jeffersontown.
Memorial contributions may be made to Gina Epifano Memorial Scholarship Fund, c/o University of Kentucky School of Music,
105 Fine Arts Building, Lexington, KY 40506-0022. -- -

William C. Moody

William C. Moody, 78, Mineral Spring Avenue, New Provi•
dence, R.I., brother of the Rev. George Thomas Moody of Murray, died Monday, March'!, 1999, at Rhode Island Hospital, Pros idence, R.I.
A cook for the Brass Rail in North Providence until his retire
ment, he had also been a cook for the Towne Tavern and for se'.
eral nursing homes there. A resident of North Providence for 21'
years, he had previously resided in Johnston and Smithfield.
Mr. Moody was a Navy veteran of World War II, a membei
of Roger Williams Lodge No. 32 of Centredale, R.I., and a member of Greystone Social Club. Born in Henderson. Ky., he was
the son of the late Henry Courtney Moody and Maple Miller
Moody.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Evelyn L. Bellemore Moody
two daughters, Mrs. Carol A. Drew, West Warwick, R.I., and Mrs.
Barbara J. MacMillan, San Diego, Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Louise
Clark, Dixon, Mo., and Mrs. Barbara Phillips, Florida; two brothers, the Rev. George Thomas Moody and wife, Reita, Murray, and
Robert Moody, Indiana; two grandchildren; one great-grandson.
The funeral will be Friday at 1:45 p.m. in the Chapel of the
Rhode Island Veterans Cemetery. 301 South County Trail, Exeter.
R.I. Anderson Winfield Funeral Home, Greenville, R.I., is in charge
of arrangements.
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TIME LIKE THE PRESENT

Chg.

Do 4 Jones Ind. Avg. _9407.64 + 131.76
Air Products
32'•+ I
AT&T
Bell South
46'.• +
Briggs & Stratton
49'. +
Bristol Myers Squibb 64'.• +
Caterpillar
47'. +
Daimler Chrysler
87.24.
Dean Foods
35%6 +14
Exxon
66'•
Ford Motor
+I
General Electric
99% + I .
General Motors
85'•+ 2•'•
Goodrich
34'•
Goodyear
47"...
HopFed Bank•
19%. B 19.A
IBM
175% + 9
Ingersoll Rand
.+A
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Intel
117':+
Kroger
62'. + I'.
LG&E
23'•unc
Lucent Tech
Mattel
24••
McDtinalds
89".+"..
Mercantile Bank
45'.
Merck
79 +
Microsoft
153's+ 3
J.0 Penney
Quaker Oats
55'•
Schenng-Plough
55.+
Sears •
40'- Texaco
47'. +
Time Warner
64 + •
Union Planter
45
UST
28
Wal-Mart,
89 +
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this

Prepaid wireless

from GTE. All the advantages of wireless, and you pay

up front, so you know exactly what you're spending. It's a great way to
keep up with expenses. No fooling. Call 1-800-800-4GTE or stop by the
GTE Wireless location nearest you.
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March 2 - The Daily Times, Farmington,
N.M., on independent counsel law:
What a difference a couple of decades make.
Just 20 years ago, one could find very few politicians opposed to the formation of the Office of
Independent Counsel. ...
To put the history of the past 20 years simply,
the law didn't work very well.
It used up excessive amounts of money and allowed
a succession of counsels to pursue their targets
without the normal restraints imposed on criminal
prosecutors.
In a way, though, that unhappy experience is
beside the point now.
The political reality is that both Democrats and
Republicans have their own reasons to oppose
extending the Ethics in Government Act when it
expires this summer. ...
That being the case, there is now an overwhelming majority which wants to let the law
expire. That decision having essentially been made,
the only question left is whether there is any reason to regret it.
We find no reason for tears or hesitation. ...
Allowing the OIC statute to expire simply means
we return to the way this nation operated before
1978.
If the president fails to see that the laws are
"faithfully executed" — that is, fails to periodically appoint special prosecutors when necessary
or fails to cooperate with them after their appointment — the only punishment he or she will face
is the wrath of the American people at the next
election.
It is not, and never was, a perfect system.
But, then, as we have lately learned, neither

still would allow the U.S. attorney general to
appoint a special prosecutor. The late Leon Jaworski was appointed by President Nixon's Justice
Department and went on to gather evidence that
drove Nixon from office and sent more than a
dozen of his subordinates to prison. ...
The fate of the independent counsel system
should not rest upon a single independent counsel,
but the case of Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr
demonstrates a glaring failure if the goal of the
statute is to remove politics from the process.
An occasion might arise when a special prosecutor is hamstrung and a counsel independent of
the Justice Department is needed to root out wrongdoing in high places.
In the meantime, millions of dollars would be
saved and little justice lost if Congress failed to
renew the independent counsel statute and allowed
it to expire.

In the aftermath of the impeachment and trial of Bill Clinton, the
Republican congressional "leadership" promised to get back to
business and pass a puny 10 percent across-the-board tax cut.
Emerging from a meeting with
the president, Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lott and House
Speaker Dennis Hastert seemed to from them by the bureaucrats."
In the first six years after tax
be engaging in tax cut equivaSuch rhetoric puts advocates of rates declined,
the federal govlency, no longer seeing the 10 the tax-and-spend status quo on
ernment took in an additional $375
percent reduction as sacrosanct but the defensive.
billion in revenue - more than
one of many proposals "on the
There's more in Reagan's intel- four times greater
than the amount
table.
lectual bank: "People were grow- projected before
the
reductions.
Sensing capitulation, House ing tired of having to work four
That was more than enough to
Minority Leader Dick Gephardt months of every year just to pay pay
for the $140 billion needed
said he might throw in a mini- their taxes. Taxes kept rising, and
to rebuild the military.
mum wage increase as a price the only consistency in the sysThe deficit could have been
Feb. 23 - Clarksburg (W.Va.) Telegram, on
for agreeing to his own proposal tem was that once a tax was
reduced
if the Democratic Confederal crime laws:
of "targeted" tax cuts.
imposed, it was never rescinded." gress hadn't voted
to spend an addiIf America wants to reduce crime, Congress
Hastert, who told the publica- (It's more than four months today.) tional
$450 billion on its pet projneeds to pass tough new federal laws, right? Wrong.
tion Roll Call he wants to emuWhen Reagan successfully cut ects.
Congress has enacted a flood of federal crimilate the style of former and per- taxes and later pushed through the
Why isn't this record worth
nal laws since 1970 and they haven't worked.
petual House Minority Leader Bob Tax Reform Act, government revdefending by today's Republicans
That's the conclusion of a task force sponsored by
Michel, said of the 10 percent enues exploded.
who give up without a fight and
the American Bar Association. The task force spent
tax cut: "Our enthusiasm is temPeople had more money to spend watch the polls instead
of their
two years preparing a report called "Federalization
pered by the reality of how hard and invest, and that increased gov- voters
(or nonvoters if you see
of Criminal Law." ...
it is to get it all done." Blame ernment's income.
how many stayed home in disSo why, then, has Congress been so eager to
those nasty moderate Republicans
Instead of turning up to 70 gust in the last election
)?
pass new federal crime laws? The answer is simwho control the balance of power. percent of their earnings over to
It's our money, not the govple: Congressmen are afraid of appearing soft on
If Republican "leaders" want government, taxpayers could keep ernment
's. We make it. They take
crime. A heinous crime is committed. Calls go out
an example of what real leader- 70 percent and send just 30 per- it. We
have a right to determine
for a new federal law to keep it from happening
ship looks like, they should con- cent to Washington.
who can better spend it.
again, and Congress obliges, even if there are
sult the man most responsible for
Under Reagan, more than 80
The president doesn't think we
already adequate state laws in place. ...
our healthy economy.
percent of Americans paid the would act responsibly if
allowed
We suggest that every' member of Congress have
In his autobiography,"An Amer- lowest tax rate. 15 percent, or no to keep
more of our money. He
Feb. 28 - Houston Chronicle, on the inde- printed in giant letters
on his or her office wall
ican Life," Ronald Reagan wrote: tax at all. Four million lower is the last
pendent counsel law:
one who should talk
the key conclusion of the ABA report: -There is
"People were tired of wasteful income working Americans were about
acting responsibly.
History makes a poor argument for extending- -no persuasive-evid
ence that federalization of local- t----government programs and welfare bumped from the tax rolls.
Potential presidential candidate
the law authorizing the office of independent coun- crime makes the
streets safer for American citichiselers; and they were angry
The proportion of personal Steve Forbes put it succinct
sel..
ly:
zens."
about the constant spiral of taxes income taxes paid by the top- "No message
More than $150 million spent by 21 independ,
no
victory.
"
Perhaps that would remind our congressmen that
and government regulations, arro- earning 1 percent of Americans
Ronald -Reagan had the mesent counsels over 20 years has brought seemingly the way tO fight
crime isn't to add to the feder- ---gant bureaucrats and public offi- increased by more than one-thir
d sage, persisted with it and won.
interminable investigations and few significant con- al bureaucracy,
but to make sure that state and
cials who thought all of mankind's between 1981 and 1987, while the
In a diary entry for Jan. 22,
victions. ...
local law enforcement agencies have the resources
problems could be solved by throw- tax burden on the poorest half of 1982, he
The absence of an independent counsel statute needed to do the
wrote: "I told our guys
hest job they can.
ing the taxpayers' dollars at them." taxpayers fell by almost 20 percouldn't go for tax increases. If
How about this Reaganism: "It cent.
I have to be criticized, I'd rather
was time to scale back the size
More than 80 percent of the be criticized for a deficit ...
than
of the federal government, reduce increased personal income tax rev- for backing
away from our ecotaxes and government intrusion in enues during the Reagan years nomic
program."
our
lives, balance the budget(some- came from taxpayers making more
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
Today's Republicans apparentthing he regretted not doing because than $100,000 a year, while the ly are
George W. Bush and Al Gore and
more concerned about losa
Democrat-controlled House kept amount paid by those earning less ing face than
Bill Bradley and Dan Quayle and
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
losing elections. If
upping the spending) and return than $50,000 'dropped by billions
Lamar Alexander and Steve Forbes
to the people the freedoms usurped Of dollars.
— just to name a few — have
announced, they will be announcing one of these days that they
are running for president in 2000.
The rites of announcement are
well under way. creating candi- who held two Cabinet posts, served
candidacy. the point at which the
dates by degree.
as president of the American Red candidate's finances are subject
to
The players already are run- Cross and campaigned in her husFederal Election Commission
ning, of course. And in most cases, band's losing cause in 1996. Her
restrictions and reporting. There
they have been, some for months. next step will be an exploratory
are spending ceilings set by fedsome almost full time since the committee.
eral formula for each state. There
last presidential election. But no
Unannounced, she ranks high also is an inducement because each
matter. Announcing is part of the in the surveys of Republican
opin- donation can qualify for up to
game. For the longest long shots, ion, second to Bush, who
is $250 in matching federal funds.
entering day is as good as it gets, announcing his exploratory
comThat system. tracing back to
and they become names down the mittee on Sunday after saying
he 1976, is a legal overlay on the
list.
would say so. The governor had traditional political ritual
of
Until the money runs out or the said he would tell Texas reporter
s announcing a campaign for presivoters do, at least 10 Republicans first, which he did on
Tuesday. dent.
and two Democrats are candidates. Sunday. he is to go national
.
Those did not come as surprisin varying stages of announcement.
Quayle, Sen. John McCain of es, either. They were not the
real
Pat Buchanan, the third-time Arizona, Rep. John Kasich of
Ohio starting points: the candidates who
GOP candidate, who always has and Gary' Bauer, a conserv
ative would deepen their voices and pace
played by his own rules anyhow. who left as president of the
Fam- their words to declare that "1 am
has just entered the 2000 cam- ily Research Council to
seek the a candidate for president of the
paign his own way.
GOP nomination, already have United States" already
had been
Buchanan did not announce he exploratory committees.
out raising money and lining up
was exploring whether to announce
Vice President Gore and his supporters.
he would run and announce it later. Democratic rival, former
Sen. Bill
But in those days before fedHe did it the old-fashioned way. Bradley. already have presiden
tial eral campaign finance laws, there
and just said it outright.
campaign committees, one step past was a point to being coy
about
"Mount up and ride to the sound exploratory organizations. Both
are candidacy. Once a candidate
of the guns," he exhorted in declar- campaigning. Both are plannin
g to declared, rivals could demand equal
ing his White House candidacy in announce later that they
Varsi
are can- TV and radio broadcast time. which
,A,04,1) R_FP,,A
Manchester. N.H., on Tuesday. Four didates.
did not apply to undeclared camyears ago, he called his troops
In the jargon of these exercis- paigners. Better to wait, and get
peasants with pitchforks. But -even es, those will be their formal more air time.
with new weapons, his prospects. annomtcements. That means staged
That is not the test now. It is
areminimal, even in the state in for television, with speeches and raising
and spending money in purwhich he won the first primary of cheering sections. Ironically, the suit of
Feb. 27 - The Tampa (Fla.) Tribune, on the ing proposal:
the White House, with or
1996, edging then front-runner Bob most formal steps are the initial without benefit
Ronald Reagan Turnpike:
of declared candiKnow Your Customer is an innocuous-sounding
Dole.
ones, the exploratory committees, dacy.
Last year it was reported nationwide that the regulation that found its way onto
the Federal RegBuchanan's
rerun
was which enable a potential candidate
state Legislature renamed the Florida Turnpike the ister two months ago. Thanks
Which does not detract from
attentiv
to
e Internet
telegraphed when he took a leave to legally raise and spend cam- the ritual
Ronald Reagan Turnpike.
of announcements, but
privacy groups, the snoopy practices proposed by
of absence from his between-cam- paign money, ostensibly for the adds more stages
The bill to honor the former president did pass, financial regulators may
to be announced.
not survive much longer.
paigns job as a conservative com- purpose of exploring whether to
but it only pretended to change the name of the
Republican Alexander, the forThe
propose
new
d
rule
would require federally
mentator on CNN.
keep doing so as a candidate.
265-mile toll road.
mer Tennessee governor who ran
chartered banks to identify every customer for the
Sen. Bob Smith of New HampThe money has to be raised four years ago and has not stopped
Hesitant lawmakers "designated" it in Reagan's federal government and would mandate
tracking of
shire announced earlier that he is within federal limits, no more than since, is to
honor, and only a few signs went up. News sto- ordinary customer banking
announce his 2000
transactions.
running, a plunge that has not rip- $1,000 from an individual. $5,000 campaign
ries, maps and most signs still refer to the highTuesday."I'm off and runCredit unions and state-chartered banks that
pled in the polls.
from a political action committee. ning," he said the other day, camway by its old name.
aren't members of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Coming soon: Elizabeth Dole.
The next step is a statement of paigning in Des Moines, Iowa.
Reagan was a popular president who will be Corp. also would be roped
into the Know Your
remembered for hastening the breakup of the Sovi- Customer scheme. ...
Next week he will confirm what
et Union through his uncompromising stand against
it is he is off and running for.
Federal regulators say the scheme is needed to
the evil it represented. He had the courage of his protect the banking system
Steve Forbes is a nonstop camagainst drug-related
convictions. And heaven
paigner, too, unfettered by the
convic- money-laundering. But existing rules already require
tions.
spending limits that will apply to
private financial institutions to report most cash
If the Legislature can summon a fraction of transactions of $10,000 or more.
rivals who accept matching federBanks also must
Reagan's political courage, it will correct last year's file reports of suspicious transact
al funds for their primary election
ions with the Treahalf-hearted tribute with a plain, bold law that declares sury Department if they believe
costs. There have been hints that
a customer is
the money-making road officially the Ronald Rea- engaging in criminal activities.
Bush might forgo federal money.
gan Turnpike.
and thus spending limits, too. He
There is no need for an additional federal manwould not say when he announced.
date directing banks to snitch on. customers makFeb. 25 - The Seattle Times, on federal bank- ing ordinary financial transactions. ...
his forthcoming announcement.
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Lewinsky worried about losing immunity
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
sharing her innermost feelings about
her presidential affair and her
loathing for Kenneth Starr, Monica Lewinsky says her major worry
now is "doing something to lose
my immunity" from prosecution.
In an ABC interview with Barbara Walters and a book entitled
"Monica's Story," Ms. Lewinsky
let the public share her anguish
— about her relationship with President Clinton, her sex life with
others and the main players in the
drama that led to a historic impeachment trial.
Some parts of her story were
previously untold: her thoughts of
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hurling herself out a 10th floor
window when prosecutors first confronted her about the affair; her
abortion, the result of an affair
with a fellow Pentagon worker in
1996 before her relationship with
Clinton ended; and her feeling
now that Clinton is "a much bigger liar than I ever thought."
For her television interview, Ms.
Lewinsky wore a black pants suit
and smiled often as she recalled
some of the fondest — and even
her most painful — moments of
the relationship with Clinton. But
her eyes became moist as she
described her "very wonderful
mom" Marcia Lewis — who knew

of the affair and was forced to under oath that only Ms. Lewinprovide anguished testimony before sky performed acts of sexual grata grand jury.
ification, Ms. Lewinsky flashed a
Only once, while recounting the wide grin and answered "yes"
pain the crisis has caused her fam- when Ms. Walters asked whether
ily, she broke down crying. "Peo- Clinton did things -that made you
ple have no idea about what this feel, as a woman, happy and conhas done. ... It was so destruc- tented."
tive," she said, tears streaming.
Both the Clintons left WashMs. Lewinsky saved some of
ington for a day their friends and her harshest words for the invesaides admitted would be painful. tigation of her affair by IndepenThe president went to a fund-rais- dent Counsel Kenneth Starr. "I
er in New Jersey; the first lady really, felt raped and physically ill
tested the political waters in New with myself," she said.
York where she's considering a
Her book spared no words for
bid for U.S. Senate.
Starr's prosecutors, deriding one
Countering Clinton's assertion as a "revolting specimen of human-

ity" and another as a "pit-bull terrier."
But the former intern, who has
immunity from prosecution from
Starr, remains worried that he's
not through with her.
"I'm afraid of doing something
to lose my immunity," she said.
-And being prosecuted. Or having my family prosecuted."
Months before her immunity deal
with Starr was sealed last summer, Ms. Lewinsky filed a false
affidavit in the Paula Jones case
denying an affair with the president.
"Did you know that you were
committing perjury?" Ms. Walters

asked.
"No," Ms. Lewinsky replied. 1
think I knew I was lying, hut I
had no knowledge. I mean 1 had
no idea what all the different elements of perjury were at that time."
Describing her feelings about
Clinton now, Ms. Lewinsky said
in the book by Andrew Morava:
"I was hit by the fact that I dote!
have him in my life anymore. I
just miss him so much right now."
But she also called Clinton "a
selfish man who lies all the time"
and said sometimes "I ha\ e to
turn off the TV because I fed
sick looking at him."

Three
babies
go home
HOUSTON (AP) — The reality of parenting seven babies is starting to hit home for lkye Louis
Udobi and Nkem Chukwu.
Now that the three healthiest
of their surviving octuplets have
come home from the hospital, the
couple say they welcome the challenges along with the rewards —
but donations would be helpful.
"We need a van and a bigger
house," said the babies' father,
lkye Louis Udobi.
Louis and his wife brought home
daughters Ebuka and Echerem and
son Jioke on Wednesday morning.
The infants were greeted by "Welcome Home" signs and an
impromptu family celebration.
"There was dancing and rejoicing," Louis said. "My mother-inlaw was kind of singing, rejoicing and praising the Lord."
He got the feeling his babies
sensed the moment, too.
"They opened their eyes when
they got home, signifying, 'We're
home," he said.
The three have been among the
largest and healthiest since birth.
Chima, a girl, is fighting off an
intestinal ailment and should be
home within a few weeks, pediatrician Dr. Patti Savrick said.
Chidi and Gorom. both girls,
continue to get 24-hour care in,
the neonatal intensive care unit.
The weakest and smallest baby_ is
the only other boy, Nem, who
--was back -otva-ventilator after sin.
=
gery overnight to repair an inflamed
bowel.
Ebuka was born on Dec. 8, and
the others on Dec. 20. Odera, born
at just 10.3 ounces, died a week
later.
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you'll get more of what you've enjoyed in the past

Paper names
new editor

And more of

You'll enjoy a continued tradition of persona'
relationships and local decision -making. And with 15 office'.

SEVIERVILLE, Tenn. (API —
The Mountain Press has named
Jeannie Brandstetter its new managing editor.
A graduate of Murray State University in Murray, Ky., Brandstetter
most recently has been public affairs specialist for EnSafe. an environmental subcontractor to the U.S.
Department of Energy.
She succeeds Anna Garber, who
is moving to a reporting position to
spend more - time on outside pursuits.
From February 1989 to 1995.
Brandstetter worked for the Paducah (Ky.) Sun as a reporter, features editor and editor of the
weekly tabloid Extra. Both the Sun
and The Mountain Press are owned
by the Paxton Media Group.
Before working at the Sun,
Brandstetter was a reporter at the
Murray Ledger & Times and the
Benton (Ky.) Tribune-Courier.
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and 20 ATMs to serve you across Western Kentucky. you II have
even greater access to the best resources available:
With Mercantile. you'll enjoy checking, savings and
lending services designed to meet your personal and business
needs. You'll have access to trust services to heip you secure
your estate. And a varie-ty of investment

agricultural and

We also believe in a partnership :between you and a
banker who lives in our community and understands your
needs. So whether you re saving for a child s education or
looking for the perfect checking account

there s a pani(e ,

here who is ready to help. Working together with you

WE'RE

helps us make informed
Most of all

When your
car's not going
call us for

community -based decisions,
we otter .3 greatei commitment than

ever to our community's future
personal service

TOWING!
McCIJUD'S
TOWING
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Through resources

And through partnership.
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BIRTHS

JO'S DATEBOOK

Taylor Dawn Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Darren Hicks of Murray are the parents of
a daughter, Taylor Dawn Hicks, born on Monday. Feb. 22, 1999, at
7:24 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds three ounces and measured 17 1/4
inches. The mother is. the former Amy Michelle Houston.
Grandparents are Rhonda and Mike Trimble, the late Edgar Dwight
Houston, and Ron and Linda Orten, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Milford and Marcella Hicks and Marie Houston, all of Murray.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Ellie Grace Futrell
Mr. and Mrs. Marty Futrell of 4222 St. Rt. 121 S. Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Ellie Grace Futrell. born on Ffiday. Feb.
26, 1999, at 1:43 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 14 ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Amy Lovett. A brother is Bailey Alan
Futrell, 3 1/2.
Grandparents are Jerry and Brenda Lovett, 828 Parkway Dr., Benton, and Nancy Futrell and the late James Futrell, 2614 St. Rt. 121
S., Murray.

Connie Talent, right, Murray, accepts a plaque for her service to the Kentucky Extension Service from Walter Walla of
University of Kentucky.

Talent honored for service
Connie Talent of Murray has
been presented a plague in recognition of her two years of service to the Kentucky Extension
Council.
As a council member representing the Purchase Extension area,
Talent worked with Extension
administrators at the University of
Kentucky and provided guidance
and support to the Kentucky Coop-

erative Extension Service.
Talent has served as president
of the Calloway County Homemakers Council. She promotes the
Calloway County Fair each year
with her entries for the various
exhibits.
Walter Walla, associate dean for
the University of Kentucky's Cooperative Extension Service, presented
the plague to Talent.

District Masons to meet
Michael Laster, left, and Jason Owen, right, seniors at Calloway County High School, accept a gift certificate for one
month of kick boxing lessons from Tung Dinh, center, of
Martial Arts of America for CCHS Project Graduation.

•

District Four of the Kentucky
Free and Accepted Masons will
meet March 18 at North Calloway
Elementary School, 2928 Brinn
Road, Murray.
James Prescott, deputy grand
master of District Four, said a
dinner including barbecue and
chicken will be served to the

Masons and their guests at 6:30
p.m.
While the men are taking care
of the necessary business at the
tiled meeting, the ladies in attendance will be entertained by a
musical group.
Prescott urges all Masons to
attend.

Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Home & Industrial

THE RACER INN RESTAURANT
-Daily•Fri. & Sat.
Lunch
Night
(
( Specials
PSe.afoeosiliBbuffet
Special.&

7

Sat.
Breakfast
Brunch
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

Over 25 Years Experience

Sunday
GRANDE
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(across from Ryan Milk)
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Cakes and More
Aff Orfasion Cakes and Catering
Birthdays + Weddings + Anniversaries
Corporate Events

A
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Now Booking Weddings
& Rehearsal Dinners
License #61656
237 Tobacco Road
Leigh Ann Steely Grady
Murray, KY 42071
753-1159
(502)
_
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1:15 3:45 7:00 9:30
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For the benefit of those unable
to attend the regular
Wednesday assembly an additional,

PG 1:25 3:40 7:109:25
Message In A Bottle
•
•
My Favorite Martian
•
•
PG 1:05 3:10 7:05 9:05 •
•
•
•
Blast From The Past
•
•
PGI3 1:05 3:20 7:20 9:35 •
•
•
Shakespeare In Love
•
R 1:30 3:45 7:25 9:40

Payback

MID-WEEK SERVICE
will be held on March 4,

R 1:20 3:30 7:05 9:15
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only!
Program Info. Call 753-3314

1101 Glendale Road

Imagine not having hot water in your home with an elementary
student and a middle school student in your home. An Angel Alert
has been issued for a single mother who needs a 30 gallon electric hot water heater. She is now heating water in pans on her
stove. Anyone having a heater to donate call the Murray Family
Resource Center at 759-9592.

March 4-7,11-14,
18-*21*

ra

*Interpreted performance'
Thurs.-Sat. 8 PM, Sun. 230 PM
Tickets $7, $8, $9
Sponsored by Jackson
Purchase Energy Corp
Reservations: 502-444-6828
1-888-MHT-PLAY
is TOO 502-575-9321
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Lenten fish fry Friday
The Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray, will
sponsor a Lenten fish fry Friday from 4 to 7 p.m. in the Parish
Center, located behind the church. Take out trays will be available.
Meals will be $6 for adults, $5 for seniors (60 and up), $4 for
children 5 to 12 years and $1 for children 1 to 4 years. For information call 759-1621 days or 753-0391 evenings. The next fish fry
will be March 19.

Relay for Life yard sale Saturday
The Relay for Life Team of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have a yard sale Saturday starting at 6:30
a.m. at the home of Joanne Cavitt, 1514 Oxford Dr., Murray.
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Scout cookie booth Saturday
Girl Scout Troop No. 1173 will have a drive through cookie
booth set up in the old Wal-Mart parking lot on North 12th Street
on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Girl Scout cookies will be on
sale. The troop is trying to raise money for its troop to-go-to visit
the birthplace of the Girl Scout founder, Juliette Gordon Low, at
Savannah, Ga. In case of rain, the sale will be March 13.

West View plans events
First Assembly of God will have a special service at 6:30 p.m.
tonight (Thursday) for the residents and patients at West View
Nursing Home. Friday events will include Music at 8 a.m., Exercise_ at 9:15 a.m., Bingo at 10 a.m. and Popcorn and Cokes at 2
p.m. On Saturday Scott's Grove Baptist Fellowship will be at 10
a.m. and Music at Station 2 will be at 2 p.m. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. and Billy Lovett's Country Gospel Group will play
at 2:30 p.m. Sunday. Events on Monday will be Music at 8 a.m.,
Room Time at 10 a.m. and Country Cruise at 1:30 p.m.

Singles plan events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will attend a singles dance
at the Gibson Building, Mayfield, with Gary Long as DJ tonight
(Thursday) from 7 to 11 p.m. On Saturday the group will meet
for dinner at 5:30 p.m. at Los Portales, Murray, and then attend a
movie. On Monday the SOS will meet at JCPenney parking lot at
7 p.m. to attend a dance at the Executive Inn, Paducah. For information call Vicky at 759-5395.

Ford tribute Saturday
The West Kentucky Tribute to Retired Sen. Wendell Ford will
be Saturday at 6 p.m. in the ballroom of Murray State University
Curris Center. Sponsored by the Calloway County Democratic committee, the tickets are $20 each and must be purchased in advance.
For information call 759-2560 or 753-7591.

Youth Baseball Association will have baseball registration today
from 3:30 to 6 p.m., Friday from 3:30 to 8 p.m. and Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Dennison-Hunt. This is for all youth,
ages 5 through 16, who plan to play baseball during the summer
at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Youth will not be allowed
to register after the draft or after the teams have been formed.
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Recitals on Friday
Senior recitals by Melody Jeane Elrod, soprano, assisted by Joey
Whitaker, and Mike Britt, marimbas with Beth Runnels, accompanist, will be Friday at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall at Murray State University. For information call 762-4288.

Kirksey Seniors will meet
Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet Monday at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade Restaurant, Murray. Persons will meet at Kirksey
United Methodist Church at 11 a.m. to carpool. All interested seniors are welcome. For information call 489-6094.

141 KY AVE
PADUCAH KY 42003

--47--
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Glendale Road
Church of Christ

by A.R. Gurney
A Frisky New Comedy about
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4,

Thursday at 7 p.m.

Angel Alert issued

Baseball registration planned

October Sky

PG13 1:00 3:35 7:15 9:45
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Only 2.28 inches of rain and snow were recorded for Murray, according to John E. Scott, local government weather
observer. Light snow was recorded on Feb. 12 and 23. The
high temperature for the month was 76 on Feb. 11 and the low
was 22 on Feb. 22.
Scott said the average high temperature for the month was
56 and the average low was 37.
This February has been an unusually warm month. Our winter coats have not been needed very much causing shoppers to
think toward spring when making selections. Also, the county
and city schools were not closed anytime during the month
because of weather conditions. Let's hope March will continue
in the same pattern.
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Every Friday Night
If So, Let Heights Finance Help!

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORP.
1304A Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • Brent Williams, Mgr.
(502) 759-0310

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m • Regular Bingo 7 (J0 p

New Location - 121 North
(r4t,xt to Calloway County FaircIrc unit
* Special Games
* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
Double Bingo Pays
$500 Jac .t Eve Weeek
60% 75% and 90%
. Ind Non crnok,
'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smoker,
tt)181
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club -
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 26 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Futrell baby girl, parents, Marty
and Amy, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Janice Faye Holmes and
Mrs. Virginia Lou Turner, Sedalia;
John Robert Pruitt and Mis. Vivian
Beverly Aldridge, Almo;
Philip S. Hillard, Mrs. Annie
Rubena Peal and Mrs. Lois Hughes Wolfe, all of Hazel; Mrs. Elva
Smith and Mrs. Ruby Helen Treas,
Kirksey;
Ms. Erlinda M. Morales, Dexter; Mrs. Mary G. McGee, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Tiffany Anneice Lile
and baby boy, Benton;
Mrs. Lea Louise Godair and
baby boy, Cadiz; Miss Peyton
Morgan McCuiston and Ms. Magel
Gail Gore, Hardin;
Mrs. Arlene Joann Adams, Mayfield; Mrs. Ruth W. Craig,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Cantrell Jones, Mrs. Mahalie
W. Cross, Mrs. Lora Wilkinson,
Mrs. Monica M. Williams Price
and baby girl,
Mrs. Dorothy Lillian Mahan,
Mrs. Anne Scheme Smith and
baby girl, Ms. Ramona Gail Camplin,
Mrs. Dianne Rose,James Ronald
Rice, Albert Lee Stone and Mrs.
Neva Lee Kimbro, all of Murray.
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 27 have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Rose E. Sholar and baby
boy, Bumpus Mills, Tenn.; Stephen
M. Wurtman, Eddyville,
Mrs. Beverly Ann Stephens and
Edward J. Odom, Hazel; william
M. Gafford, Cumberland, Tenn.;
James H. McDaniel, Cottage
Grove,Tenn.; Miss Jacqueline Lynn
Williams, New Concord; Cordie
Allen McDougal, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary Louise Balentine,
Mrs. Gladys L. Lawrence, L.A.

A SIX-WEEK COLTRSE DESIGNED TO
SHOW YOU HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
INVESTING POTENTIAL.

Rowland, Mrs. Jessie R. Dugger
Bray and baby boy,
Zigbert Gill, Mrs. Cynthia A.
Blair and Michael Barry, all of Murray.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 28 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Covemaker baby boy, mother,
Amanda Neafus, Calvert City;
Lowery baby girl, mother, Tina
Ives, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Jane Futrell, Dover,
Tenn.; Levi Scott, Benton,.
Colin Patrick Kelly II, Mrs.
Tammy G. Brelsford, Gregory Dale
Wright, Mrs. Martha Jo Wilson
and Paul Camp, all of Murray
Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
March 2 have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Sumner baby girl, parents,
Shawnonn and Steve, Cadiz;
Boles baby girl, parents, Julie
and Charles, Murray;
Adams baby boy, parents, Tammie and Billy, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Deborah Ann Kendall and
Mrs. Myrtie Helen Davis, Hazel;
Mrs. Emma Louise Acree, Cadiz;
Mrs. Dorothy Koenig, Alm:
Ms. Amanda L. Neafus and baby
boy, Calvert City; Miss Chandley
Leshae Siress, Benton;
Mrs. Susan Louise Downs, Mrs.
Trucille Kemp, Mrs. Jimmie Lee
Stubblefield, Hicks baby girl, Mrs.
Margaret Mae Waldrop,
Mrs. Amy D. Futrell. Miss
Gaynell Canady, Mrs. Vicky D.
Orr Jones and Mrs. Rosa May
Ivey, all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Gladys I. Robinson, Murray.
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Taught by Betty Boston, Certified Financial
Planner and Financial Consultant with the
Murray office of Hilliard Lyons.

Thursday Evenings, March 25-May 6
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Maryanne Medlock of Vintage Rose, second right, spoke at
the February meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured with her are the hostesses,
from left, Tammie Crouse, Sarah Curd and Emily Apperson.
The department will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house with Michelle Hansen with Big Brothers/Big Sisters
as speaker. The monthly project will be to bring disposable diapers.

Chapter plans banquet
Calloway County Longbeards
Chapter of the National Wild
Turkey Federation will have its
third annual fund-raising banquet
on March 20, at the National
Guard Armory, Highway 121 North,
Murray.
The doors will open at 5:30
p.m. with dinner by Dutch Essenhaus to be served a 7 p.m. An
auction with Dan Miller as auctioneer will start about 8 p.m. followed by special prize announcements.
Items included in the auction
will be several large wildlife prints,
knives, deer statues, rug, afghan,
and other quality merchandise.
Before the auction several guns
and door prizes will be given and
a silent auction conducted.
Tickets will be $35 for single,
$45 for couple and $10 for meal
only may be purchased at BHB
Firearms and Bensons Sporting
Goods in Murray or from any
member of the Calloway County
Longbeards. Persons are asked to

AAUW •-•'°E7REn71231,721r-1° to meet
ENGLISH FARMS
Tuesday

buy tickets prior to the banquet
to guarantee seating.
For tickets or more information contact Mitch Phillips at 1502-527-2072 or Chri. nrev. at
753-0347.

To register, contact the
Office of Conferences & Workshops
(502) 762-3662; 1-800-669-7654
.1.1 B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

New Concord
Church of Christ

3-191

ext.27 to
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Featuring student speakersfrom

Freed-Hardeman University
"The Purpose and the People"

news ti
oh cold

A study from the book of Ephesians

March 14-17
Sunday 9:00 a.m. Bible Classes
Sunday 9:50 a.m. Morning Worship

You Can Count
On Us To Solve
Your Problems
Quickly.

EVENINGS
7:00 p.m. Nightly Singing
7:30 p.m. Nightly Worship Service
(Ladies' Day - March 13)
Please join us in this series of lesson.
For more information, call 436-5635

Enjoy Gift Shopping at...

Create a wonderful gift by making your own
selections or let us choose our favorite gourmet foods and candies.
We can even help you shop for those "hard to buy for people."

The American Association of
University Women (AAUW) will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at .Martial Arts of America, 1413 Olive
St., Murray.
Tung Dinh will demonstrate the
benefits of contr011ed exercise in
relieving tension. •
Members are encouraged to wear
comfortable clothes. Participation
in the demonstration will be voluntary.
Since 1881,, AAUW has worked
to advance equity in education for
women and girls, from elementary school through post-doctoral
studies.
"AAUW welcomes visitors and
prospective members. Membership
is open to both women and men
holding a bachelor's degree or higher, and to undergraduates as student members,- said Betty Boston,
AAUW member.
For more information contact
Renee Fister at 767-9405 or
Stephanie Schechner at 753-3401.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

ALL BOXED CHOCOLATES
20% OFF
Through the month of March
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Yourpartner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

Please Call

753-0921 or
fax 753-6909
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BRANDON010 WORLD
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1999 Pontiac Sunfire

Something New At....
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'
1999 Pontiac Grand Prix CT—

Only $/9,999
Save:$1,556 \,
Stock #P9010

Craftsman 15.5 HP 40" Zero Turn

-
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1999Pontiac Bonneville
7.11".

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart • 912 S. 12th St. • Murray
753-2310 • Store Hours: Sun.12-5; Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Only $21,999
Save:$.3,/.3/
Stock #P9024

Dealer Retains Rebates

COOL!
COOL!
COOL!
COOL!
SAVINGS
a
2 Months
Unlimited Tanning

FREE bottle of tanning or accelerator lotion
ze41114
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.15.5 HP Kohler Command OHV engine for smooth
quite running.
•Dual hydrostatic maintenance free transmission, for
years of trouble free running
*Zero turning radius for quicker turns and shorter cutting times
.40" (twin blade) Flex and float deck witfrantiscalp
wheels to give you that quality cut
*Electric clutch...a pull of the PTO switch engages the
twin blades
or127142

Only $12,585
Save:$2,200
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Store Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.:
Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.; Sun. 12 p.m.-10 p.m.
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Ex-Calumet
VP indicted
on charge of
bank bribery
By TERRI LANGFORD
Associated Press Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — Possible
links between a famed Kentucky
thoroughbred farm and the failure
of a Texas bank have been made
clearer by newly unsealed federal indictments.
A pair of six-count indictments
unsealed Wednesday accuse former Calumet Farm President J.T.
Lundy and his former attorney,
Gary Matthews, of offering bribes
to First City Bancorporation of
Texas in exchange for at least $50
million in loans.
The loans were allegedly secured
to prop up Calumet, the most
famous stable in horse-racing history,.. which_ _collapsed financially
after the mysterious death of champion stud Alydar.
The indictments, returned Dec.
II by a federal grand jury, charge
Lundy and Matthews with one
count each of conspiracy to defraud
a financial institution, scheme to
defraud, bank bribery and three
counts of false statements to bank
officials, a federal prosecutor confirmed late Wednesday.
The charges stem from an investigation into loan activity involving First City.
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Unstoppable Seltzer
burns Lady Lakers
Lone Oak upsets
CCHS in region
58-55 Wednesday

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Whitney Ragsdale launches a three-point
shot in Wednesday's season-ending 58-55 loss to Lone Oak
in the First Region tournament.

Lone Oak 58
Lady Lakers 55

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
A hot streak and standout player can carry you a long way in
postseason basketball -- just ask
Scott Sivills.
The first-year head coach and
his Calloway County Lady Lakers fell victim to that scenario in
their Region I Tournament debut
Wednesday night.
The Lady Lakers' first visit to
the regional tournament in six
years ended in a flash -- a purple and gold one, standing at 62.
Center Heidi Seltzer, already
one of the region's best players
as a sophomore, pumped in a
game-high 29 points and grabbed
11 rebounds in leading hot-shooting Lone Oak to a 58-55 opening-round upset of Calloway County at the Regional Special Events
Center.
-She's got Division I skills,"
Sivills said of Seltzer. "If she
develops a little more and hits the
weights, she can be a big-time
player ... She could be the best
player in the region next year."
While Seltzer was doing the

Calloway
12 24 40 — 58
Lone Oak
18 28 39 — 55
Calloway (55) — Lassiter 27, Lencki 9,
Norsworthy 9, Thomas 6, Pigg 4. FG:
20-52, 3-point FG: 0-6. FT: 15-22.
Rebounds: NA. Record: 21-9.
Lone Oak (58) — Seltzer 29, Fox 11,
Stamper 11, Johnston 2, McClure 2,
Wright 2, Fesmire 1. FG: 22-39. 3point FG: 0-0. FT: 14-22 Rebounds:
NA. Record: 20-8.

damage down low, her teammates
were giving the Lady Lakers fits
from the perimeter in the earlygoing.
The Lady Flash hit nine of their
first 10 shots -- 12 of 15 in the
first half -- against a 2-3 Calloway zone in building an 18-12
advantage at the end of the first
quarter.
Tonya Stamper and Amanda Fox
combined for 12 of Lone Oak's
first18 points.
Sivills said Lone Oak's unbelievable offense start had an effect
on his squad.
"We were shell-shocked," he
explained. "We never thought that
anyone could come in here and
shoot the ball like that. They've
never hit that many shots before
against us ... We just never recovered defensively."
Seltzer extended the Lone Oak • See Page 9

Big Unit
makes debut
with Arizona

Joyner-Kerse
blasts IOC
for scandal

By BOB

BAUM
AP Sports Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Randy Johnson's first
two innings on the mound for the Arizona Diamondbacks were routine by his standards.
For the young University of Arizona batters who
faced him, they were 31 pitches that are -impossible to forget.
"He was almost like the Eiffel Tower because
I'm only 5-foot-7," said 19-year-old Keoni DeRenne,
one of two batters who hit a ball into fair territory against the Big Unit, .
"He's immense. It was just awesome. Hopefully, they got it on videotape because I'd like to
show it to my kids someday."
With his trademark glare, at 6-foot-10 towering
on the mouned, Johnson methodically struck out
four of the six batters he faced Wednesday. The
other two grounded out to shortstop.
Erik Torres struck out on three pitches, and was
thrilled.
"Just to have the opportunity to face Randy
Johnson, it's like a dream come true, it's like a
childhood dream," he said.
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PRE-PRACTICE PEP TALK: A jovial Murray State coach Tevester Anderson speaks with his team
prior to practice Wednesday. The Racers are preparing for a yet-to-be determined opponent in the
NCAA Tournament.

Report: Pitt
to hire
Howland
as coach
•

PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
University of Pittsburgh will hire
Ben Howland of Northern Arizona as its new basketball coach,
according to newspaper reports.
Pitt athletic director Steve Pederson and Howland reached agreement Wednesday night, Tthe Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and The Arizona Republic reported today.
Northern Arizona (20-7) is competing today in the Big Sky Conference tournament in Ogden, Utah.
Howland was to be introduced at
Pitt on Monday.
Howland wiU get a five-year
contract worth $375,000 to
$400,000 a year, the Post-Gazette
said. Howland makes $110,000 to
$125,000 at Northern Arizona.
Melissa Andrews, a Pitt spokeswoman, said there would be no
announcement on a new coach
today.
Howland would replace Ralph
Willard, who resigned last month
after compling a 63-77 record at
rat.

lead to 10 (22-12) with a pair of
free throws and a layup in the
early minutes of the second period.
The sequence was significant
for Calloway as post player Jessica Norsworthy picked up her
third foul with 6:05 left in the
second quarter.
But the Lady Lakers came to
life minutes later, using a fullcourt trap to outscore the Lady Flash
8-0 to pull to within 22-20 on a
layup by Brooke Lencki with 4:43
to go in the half.
Lassiter led the Calloway run,
scoring six of her team-leading 27
points as the Lady Lakers trailed
just 28-24 entering the halftime
break.
During the intermission, Sivills
and the Calloway coaching staff
made a key decision -- switching
to a man-to-man defense for the
second half.
"We planned on playing a 2-3
zone the whole game, but their
outside shooting forced us to
change," he noted. "We just felt
that they couldn't shoot the ball
that way in the second half."
But the plan would backfire.
After a jumper by Jenni Pigg,
Seltzer scored on back-to-back
jumpers to extend the Lone Oak
edge to 32-26 with 6:42 remain-

By LARRY SIDDONS
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — One
of track's greatest gold medalists
says the worst scandal in Olympic
history is like a drug test for the
leaders of the games.
Jackie
Joyner-Kersee,
an
Olympic champion in the long jump
and heptathlon and now a special
assistant to the U.S. Olympic
Committee, said Wednesday that
the bribery case built around Salt
Lake's winning bid for the 2002
Winter Games had tarnished the
five rings.
"It's tough," she said. "We have
to get back to the athletes. They
are the ones who are going to
suffer, while other people decorate their homes nicely and drive
new cars. For athletes, the Olympic
rings are a dream. They may have
been tarnished, but for the athletes the rings must still shine."
Joyner-Kersee was on hand as
the USOC announced a series of
reforms.

Flu-ridden Iverson
too much for Bulls
in 102-86 Philly win

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

BACK ON THE GRIDIRON: Murray High football coach
as the Tigers began spring football practice this week.

Rick Fisher instructs players

Matt Geiger helped with 21 points,
The Associated Press
The Chicago Bulls are in no a season-high 13 rebounds and a
condition to handle Allen Iverson, career-high five steals, but this
even when he isn't really in any was Iverson's show.
Despite feeling under the weathcondition to be on the court.
With Iverson scoring 24 points er, Iverson was the focal point on
despite a bout with the flu, the nearly every possession while the
Philadelphia 76ers defeated Chica- game was still close. He was 10gc 102-86 Wednesday night. The for-21 from the field and added
Sixers have a six-game winning six assists and three steals.
streak for the first time since 1991,
"Even if you don't recognize
also the last time they started 10- it in public, I want people to say
5. They clinched a victory in the
behind closed doors if they
season series with the Bulls for have to — that's the best player
the first time since the 1990-91 in the NBA," Iverson said. "You
don't have to say it publicly, but
season.
"He looked sick this afternoon," you're going to know it in your
Sixers coach Larry Brown said of own heart. That's the type of effect
Iverson. "Once he got on the court, that I want to have on this league."
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
he didn't look sick to me."
Or to the Bulls, who simply don't Milwaukee 106, Golden State 78;
have the weapons to be a threat Indiana 106, Washington 95; the
Los Angeles Lakers 101, Phoenix
most nights.
"It's tough right now," Toni 95; Portland 97, Sacramento 93
Kukoc said. "It's different. But in overtime; Orlando 93, Charlotte
the 12 of us have to face it and 76; and Utah 109, Vancouver 86.
Bucks 106, Warriors 78
turn things around."
At Milwaukee,Tyrone Hill broke
Iverson, averaging 28.8 points,
is the main reason the Sixers
appear to have turned things around. •See Page 9
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Errors prove costly to'Breds in 5-4 loss
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Four Murray State errors led to
two unearned runs and helped visiting Southern Illinois swipe a 5-4
game Wednesday at Reagan Field.
Right-hander Adams Biggs
started the game for the Salukis (43) and left after the fifth inning
with the game tied 1-1, but his
teammates rallied in the top of the
sixth with four runs to give him the
win.
In the top of the sixth, Southern
Illinois sent 10 batters to the plate,
scoring four runs on five hits and
two errors.
MSU reliever Jason Glosser
came on in the sixth with the bases
loaded and two out, but was able to
get the last batter to ground out.
Murray state (7-3-1) got back
some runs in the bottom of the seventh inning to close the gap to 5-4.
Junior first baseman Dan Loyd led
off with a single. Senior second
baseman Brad Burns popped out to
third base and sophomore catcher
Nathan Taylor struck out, but Loyd
went to second on a passed ball.
Sophomore center fielder Jamiko Sands singled to third base,
moving Loyd to third, and junior
shortstop Chris Johnson singled to
right field to score Loyd and move
Sands to third. Senior right fielder
Chris Williams singled to center
field to score Sands and move
Johnson to third. Senior third baseman Todd Fox then singled to center field to score Johnson.
Both teams went scoreless in the
eighth and ninth innings.
The 'Breds connected on 10
hits, the sixth straight game for
MSU to hit in double figures. Fox

From Page 8
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went 2-for-4, including a double
and a run batted in. Burns also got
a double and an RBI while Taylor
picked up a double. Sands hit a triple to open the third inning, but
was thrown out at the plate when
Johnson hit back to third base.

Sands, Johnson, Loyd and senior
left fielder Chad Hamm all scored
for MSU. and Johnson, Williams,
Fox and Burns all had one RBI
each.

However, Calloway showed its
mettle, battling back with nine of
the next 11 points to take its first
lead of the contest -- 40739 heading into the final eight minutes.
Lassiter led the run with a pair
of buckets while Norsworthy's
layup and foul shot put the Lady

Lakers ahead.
But Seltzer scored on three
straight possessions to start the
fourth quarter as Lone Oak built
a 45-40 lead.

Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
-75 1-- 96 2 7
4110

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies

High School Basketball

nine-game homestand this weekend
with a three-game series against
Bradley. The 'Breds open with a
doubleheader Saturday at noon,
then close with a single game Sunday at noon.

Murray State closed out the

the victory.
"We .did a good job tonight,
but Seltzer's presence inside was
too much," said Sivills.
Norsworthy and Lencki followed
Lassiter with nine points each
while Jena Thomas scored six and
Pigg added four. The Lady Lakers, who ended the season 21-9,
were 20 of 52 from the field and
15 of 22 from the foul line.
Stamper and Amanda Fox followed Seltzer's lead with 11 points
each for Lone Oak. The Lady
Flash were 22 of 39 from the
floor and 14 of 22 from the charity . stripe_
Neither team scored a 3-point
goal.
With the loss, Norsworthy finished her Calloway career, as did
Tiffany White.

Calloway appeared to take control of the contest, as a 7-0 run
gave the Lady Lakers a 47-45 lead
with 4:35 to go.
Seltzer again put the Lady Flash
ahead (48-47), scoring on a putback and completing the threepoint play after Lassiter's fourth
foul.
Calloway managed to tie the
game three more times in as many
minutes. but a pair of Seltzeriree
throws at the 1:09 mark put Lone
54-52.
Oak on—Top -for good
Seltzer finished the scoring with
another foul shot with 29 seconds
left as the Lady Flash held on for

5th Region
Elizabethtown 50. Taylor Co. 38

Wednesday's Games
Regional Tournaments
Boys:
4th Region
Russellville 67. Clinton Co 53
Barren Co 68, Todd Central 66, OT
11th Region
'-ex Catholic 69 Western Hills 41
Madison Central 83. Paul Dunbar 74
15th Region
Johnson Central 63, Prestonsburg 61
Pike Co Central 85, Phelps 71
16th Region
West Carter 62, Russell 56
Ashland Blazer 59, Rowan Co 58,
20T
Girls:
1st Region
Lone Oak 58, Calloway Co 55
Fulton Co 48. Ballard Memorial 44
2nd Region
Christian Co 75. Dawson Spnngs 49
Webster Co 81. Lyon Co 38
3rd Region
Ohio Co 83, Whilesville Trinity 45
Muhlenburg South 41 Owensboro 37

SPORTS BRIEFS

0010
Murray State's Chad Hamm approaches the third base bag during a play in the
Thoroughbreds'
5-4 loss to Southern Illinois Wednesday afternoon. Hamm was 1-for-4 for on the day
and scored
one run as MSU fell to 7-3-1 on the season.

SCOREBOARD

Li
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Murray State football players receiving captains' awards
at the team's banquet Sunday were (from left) Mancell
Elam, Jud Carter, Jarrod Webb and Justin Fuente. Not
pictured is Chris Vaughn.

NSeltzer...
ing in the third period.
After a jumper by Lassiter cut
the lead to 43-31, Seltzer drew a
foul while completing a putback
basket. The free throw was good
and the Lady Flash were in front
37-31

THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 1999

The Murray High School varsity cheerleaders captured
first place in the Region One-At-Large KAPOS Cheerleader
Competition at Marshall County High School Feb. 27. The
squad competed in the girls' varsity traditional division,
earning a bid to the state-at-large competition in Bowling
Green March 20 where they will compete against the 15
other regional winners from across Kentucky for the state
championship. Shown are (front, from left) Constance
Carter, Carla Kingins, Stacie Bogard, Mallory Cathey, Amberly Futrell, Ashley Futrell, Brittany Overby; (back, from left)
coach Jill Herndon, Jenny Colson, Aubri Stroud, Jessie
Radke, Jennifer Delancey, Suzanne Chandler, Lane Dennison, Laura Lee Hoover, Jennifer King and coach Chanon
Robinson.
•

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
8 A.M.-NOON
Monday-Friday 7-5
*New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Town
Cooper *Free Mount and
Computer Balance

WAREHOUSE
TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111

FOR LEASE

Hart Co 68. Nelson Co 59
6th Region
Presentation 55, Holy Cross 40
Butler 50. Southern 48
Holy Rosary 66, Fairdale 36
Central 68, Valley 67. OT
7th Region
Assumption 60, Sacred Heart 43
Jeffersontown 71. Male 61, OT
Manual 103. Moore 26
Eastern 74, Atherton 29
9th Region
South Oldham 56, North Bullitt 53
Shelby Co 81, Grant Co 58
9th Region
Coy Holmes 54, Beachwood 33
Conner 59, Bellevue 28
10th Region
Bishop Brossart 50, Clark Co 44 .
Mason Co 64, Bourbon Co 34
12th Region
Garrard Co 44, Pulaski Co 39
4
Wayne Co 54. Casey Co 50

41.000 sq. ft. of storage space. Has alarm and sprinkler
systems. 19.000 sq. ft. heated.
CONTACT:

Murray Warehousing Corporation. Inc.
206 Maple St. - P.O. Box 1056
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:(502) 753-3341
"Serving Your Storage Needs"

791Teff!tien,7I,Millglif

Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipmen
• Mobile Homes• Window Units
Owned & Operated By • Carbon Monoxide Testing
753-9911
9307 State Rt.
Glenn Cossoty
Mi I AM
MI
24 hr. Emergency
94E Murray

1

Mon.-Fr.. 7-5. Sat. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash & Carry

/MYERS umber Co.

&Iverson...
11

500 South 4th, Murray
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out of his season-long shooting
slump and Glenn Robinson continued to shoot well from the foul
line.
Robinson. leading the NBA
(.964) from the line, hit all eight
free throws and scored 19 points.
He has missed just one of.,28..free.
throws this season.
Hill, shooting just 34 percent
from the floor, scored 20 points
on 7-of-11 shooting.

(502)753-6450

The Vinyl Window So Energy Efficient,
It Left The Competition Out In The Cold.

-That's what we've been missing, that hard workhorse underneath the basket," teammate Ray
Allen said. 'Tyrone provided that
for us. When he can score, that
opened up the outside for us."
Golden State shot just 33 percent from the floor.

F
a limited time get a terrific deal on any new 1999 or new prior year
Grizzly, Kodiak, Wolverine, Big Bear 4WD,
or

Pacers 106, Wizards 95
Jalen Rose scored II of his 22
points in the final quarter, and the
Wizards collapsed in the fourth penod as they lost for the fifth time
in six games and for the fifth
straight time at home. Washington made just six of 22 shots in
the final period.

Big Bear 4WD Hunter Edition,
Big Bear 2WD, BcatTracker, Timberwolf 2W1), or Blaster. But don't delay.
Values this great won't last long.
•;
.1;

TOWN AND COUNTRY YAMAHA
1915 State Rt. 94 E
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-8078
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Rod Strickland was ejected in
the game's final minute for arguing with referee Bob Delaney.
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Weather Shield has taken vinyl windows so far into the future that our competitors can
hardly be expected to keep up. Visions 2000 windows combine unparalleled energy
efficieny, superior craftsmanship and top quality vinyl to give you stronger, longer lasting windows. And they come in a wide variety of styles and shapes. So we expect
many people to warm up to them — even if our competition doesn't.

*YAMAHA
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Child cast of 'Annie' making show a success
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Last week, the Playhouse in the
Park opened its production of Annie,
the Broadway musical about the
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little girl whose unstoppable optimism changes the life of a gruff
billionaire and the course of Depression-era America.
With its catchy tunes, emotiontweaking plot, and message •of
hope and renewal, Annie is great
family entertainment, and it's
attracting sold-out audiences to the
community theater.
Twelve-year-old Addie Erwin,
as the plucky red-headed heroine,
belts out the well-known songs as
competently as any Broadway

actress and has the comic timing
But this one is special. It's because
and confidence to be a true star of the children of this community. They're wonderful."
one day.
And the children, in turn, think
But she's only one of two dozen
kids onstage. They range in age the Playhouse in the Park - and
from 7-year-old Autumn Denton, this particular production - is the
who's managed to master some best thing to ever happen to Murrather intricate dance steps and ray.
holds her own in the production
numbers, to 13-year-old Sarah SimAccording to Robbie Hopkins,
mons, who swells the adult sup- "this show is going to change peoporting cast, taking on roles as a ple's minds about entertainment.
French maid, a radio songstress, and
"Let's face it: Murray is small
an enthusiastic shopper on the New and it can be boring," he said.
York City streets.
"Our show gives you someplace
to go on the weekends."
"Everyone should see Annie,"
"I've worked with a lot of
shows in the past 25 years," Play- said Callie Dowdy. "It's exciting,
house artistic director Michael Dun- it's energetic, and it has a really
nagan told the audience last week. lovable cast."

'
-Landsi Gray says community theater is tons better than TV because
it's "in your face" entertainment.
"We're right there,_ singing and
dancing in front of the audience,
trying as hard as we can to make
them feel good," she said. "And
it works."
These young people are also
well aware of how much the experience with theater is contributing
to their own individual growth.
"It's great practice for life,"
said Mackenzie Hoffman. who, at
11, is a veteran Playhouse performer."We've learned people skills
and presentation skills, and a whole
lot about the importance of dependability and responsibility."

They've also had to give up a
lot. Dance and music lessons, scout
meetings, and time spent with
friends have put on hold for the
run of the show. Bedtimes, which
for some have been 8:30, were
stretched till nearly midnight during dress rehearsals.
"But we still do homework,"
said John Querterrnous. "We just
do it at the Playhouse, when we're
not on stage."
Dunnagan has high praise for
the professionalism of his youngest
performers.
Last week, during the performance, one of the beds in the
orphanage collapsed when Lindsi
and Mackenzie leapt on top of it
during a dance number. Instead of

WKMS production nominated for award
The Atlanta Professional Chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists has selected the WKMSFM production "Reunion: The Len
Foster Band Homecoming" as one
of three finalists in the documentary category of the 49th Annual
Green Eyeshade Excellence in Journalism Awards Competition.
The hour-long program featured

•

0.0

members of the Len Foster Band
reminiscing while listening to their
own music on recordings preserved
from the 1940s.
Terry Bryan, WKMS volunteer
host of "The Good Stuff," led a
conversation with the band members. The band is named for its
leader Olen Foster Martin of
Columbus, Ohio, who still per-
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As for the adults in the show,
they're good too.
Performances of Annie resume
this week, with evening performances March 4-6, at 8 p.m., and
a matinee March 7 at 2 p.m. Performances next week are March
11,12 and 13, all at 8 p.m.
Reservations are advised and
can be made by calling the Playhouse box office at 759-1752.

WQTV set
to move

forms with his current big band audio. She also wrote and
announced the script for the docof the same name.
The band members from the umentary.
1940s came back to Murray State
WKMS production manager
University for homecoming last Vince Medlock assembled the
audio
October. They assembled in WKMS on the station's DeckIl digital
audio
Studio B for over two hours of workstation.
recollections and tunes.
The SPJ Green Eyeshade Awards
WKMS station manager Kate
Lochte recorded and edited the Banquet will be April 24 in Atlanta.

Between Now and Monday
Fleming Furniture
Will Sell Out A Million Dollars
Worth of Furniture!
BUY NOW AT NEAR HALF
PRICE AND SAVE FROM
25% TO 45% THROUGHOUT
All 3 Locations

giggling or stopping the show, they
ad-libbed some dialog ("Oh, you're
in trouble now!"), and the audience never knew it wasn't all part
of the show.
"I've seen seasoned performers
not handle a situation that well,"
said Dunnagan.

DR. BARBARA HARBACH

Harbach
to perform

NUR
IN
Availa

Our n•

Effective the week of March
IS, Q46 — WQTV— will move to
channel 16 (from channel 63) on
Murray CableCom.
"This should make it easier for
viewers to find us," said Stan
Marinoff, station manager.
Q46 continues to be carried on
other cable systems throughout the
Purchase, area including: Channel
4 on Benton CableVisioa; Channel 10 on Calloway and Marshall
County Mediacom; Channel 30 on
Hazel and Puryear; Channel 33 on
Calvert City; Channel 40 on Graves
County; and Channel 54 on Mayfield CableCom.
WQTV46 is owned and operated by Murray State University and
provides entertainment, sports, children/ public aaffairs and cultural
programs to viewers in the fourcounty Purchase area of western
Kentucky and northern Tennessee.
For more information contact
Marinoff or Shasta O'Neal at 50276246TV.
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Dr. Barbara Harbach will presrecital of organ and harpsichord music March II at 8 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center at Murray State University.
The recital is one of the featured events of the ATHENA Festival being held at Murray State
March 11-12. The recital is open
to the public and admission is
free.
Harbach, visiting professor of
The Department of Music at
music at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, tours extensively Murray State University will be preas both a concert organist and senting a Lecture Recital of Music
harpsichordist. Her appearances written to the poetry of Emily
include recitals throughout North Dickinson March 7. at 3:30 p.m.
America. Korea, Japan, Europe, in the Performing Arts Hall of the
the former Soviet Union and East- Fine Arts building.
The recital features Kay Gardern European countries, as well
as solo and continuo roles with sym- ner Bates, mezzo-soprano, Marie
Taylor and Martha Carson, pianists.
phony orchestras.
She hold degrees from Penn Also featured on the program are
State, Yale and the Eastman School vocal studentsChristy Vandiver,
Alaina Evans, Erin Powell, Kate
of Music.
An accomplished composer. Mackie and Alison O'Donoghue.
The music is written by 20th
Harbach has written musicals,
choral anthems, works for organ century composers. Aaron Copand harpsichord. and' arrangements land, John Duke, Arthur Farwell,
and transcriptions for brass and Robert Baksa, George Walker and
organ of various baroque works. Vincent Persichetti.
These composers were but a
She is involved in the research, few who
were inspired to write
editing and publication of manumusic to the great poetry of Emily
scripts of 18th-century keyboard
Dickinson. The songs represent the
composers.
poet's expressions of nature, love,
She is editor of "Women of death and immortality.
Note Quarterly" and has been the
The recital is free and the pubdirector of three Women in Music lit invited to attend.
Symposia at the State University
of New York at Buffalo.
The ATHENA Festival is funded through grants from The Kentucky Arts Coancil, The Kentucky
Foundation for Women. Murray
The annual presentation of
Tourism Commission and Sigma
"Strike Up the Bands" is set for
Alpha Iota Philanthropies.
this evening. This concert will feaFor more information, call the
ture the Murray High School Band,
MSU music department at (502)
the Calloway County High School
762-4288.
Band and the Murray State University Wind Ensemble.
Each band will play two selections. All performers will then
combine to perform two additional pieces.
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Local bands
to perform

Auditions
scheduled

Murray's Playhouse in the Park
has set aside March 8 -9, at 7
p.m. for auditions for "The Foreigner." a play by Larry Shue at
the Playhouse in the Park. Arcadia Drive in Murray.
The play calls for five adult
men and two adult women. There
are also several non-speaking parts.
For more information, call
Michael Dunnagan, artistic director at Playhouse in the Park, 502759-1752.

The concert will also feature a
performance by the combined percussion sections from the two high
schools of a composition
titled
"Me Tarzan."
Selections for this years. concert include works"' by David
Holsinger, Clifton Williams., J.S.
Bach. Joseph Wilcox Jenkins, Philip
Sparke. Ronald Barrett and, P.I.
Tschaikov sky.
The concert will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. The public is invited, and there is no
charge for admission.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

(1.‘tis11:11-.1).t1) 14 %TES
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Ad Deadlines

753-1916

1,(1,
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Rua,40% Discount 3rd Run.
4.1, Mill! Run Within 6 Oa, Period

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

25 per Lulumn inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuiesday
Wodriasday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Lint Ads k,(*) minimum 1st day be per word per day tor eaah Additional conactUtiVe day
$2 00 extra for S •
(Tors . Claasilieds • 1010
a :e ii Guide $2(X2 extra for blind box ady

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Twits. 3 p.m.
Wad. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
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165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
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NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
iree local claim service'
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
ARE THINGS getting a little HAIRY? Banish the
worry of shaving, waxing
& tweezing permanently
Call Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare.
753-5900
Leigh Knight, CE
BIBLE message 759-5177

ATTENTION
Primestar Customers!
For A limited time you can
trade your Pnmestar bill
for an 18" digital satellite
system Free- that's right.
the equipment & installation are Free Programming starts with America's
top 40 channels for
$1999 You can also receive ABC, NBC, CBS.
PBS, & FOX. Call 901642-4077 Beasley Antenna & Satellite
FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Almo Heights. Formerly
Thweatt's Service Station.
There's games for all ages
including pool. There's
even snacks.
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday. We even book
parties.
WYANTS CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
wax jobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town.
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed!
Gift Certificates Available
Hanctwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262

Want to
LOSE WEIGHT
easily and economically
while enjoying your favorite foods such as:
Pancakes, Pot Roast &
Potatoes. Fettucini
Alfredo. Chocolate Chip
Cookies, and more?
Call your
NutriSystem DirectTM
personal consultant today
for free information!
753-3114 or 753-5503
NutriSystem Direct"'
Weight loss delivered to
your door!

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at $99,
14yrs experience Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization. 753-1001.

Pinion*
NEW Year, new location
Professional lady, late
40's, Auburn hair, would
like to meet professional
gentlemen. Respond to.
PO.Box 1040 Y, Murray,
KY.
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YARD SALES
1x2 ad
S7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

060

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700

d

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections Can be made.

060

Full lime produce

DRIVER- Don't just move
over, Move up. Con-Way
Truckload Services is
more than just a "Trucking
Company". CWT drivers
receive paid health insurance for themselves and
their family. Paid holidays
and vacations. Company
paid life insurance and
401K. Family rider program, assigned new and
late model conventionals.
Frequent home time, direct
deposit, competitive pay
drivers
CWT
avg.
$42,156.25 per year Let
us tell you more about
CWT and how you can be
more than "Just a driver."
Call
800-555-CWTS.
cwt.job@con-way.corn
Con-Way Truckload Services. CWT is an EOE.
DRIVER- Up to $700 a
week orientation pay. Up
to 35C a mile to start!
hometime. AsGreat
signed, all conventional
fleet. Lease purchase options. Boyd Bros. 800-5438923. EOE.
DRIVERS AND TEAMSStarting pay up to 37c a
mile. Assigned Freightliner
conventionals, Improved
speed stance, excellent
miles. time home every 710 days in most areas and
more! Experienced drivers
call Heartland Express tollfree 877-763-7483. Owner
Operators starting base
rate of up to 81c a mile.
Call toll-free 877-6348776. E0E.
DRIVERS HOME EVERY
WEEKENDCompany
drivers, start 32c a mile
(Includes 03 bonus) Free
insurance Excellent benefits Owner operators 82c
a mile ( Includes 02C bonus) Paid fuel taxes and
tolls Insurances available
EPES Transport 800-9486766
DRIVERS- Attn Professional owner operators! No
Canada, No New York City
& No North East. Min. 23
year with 1 year OTR,
CDL with Hazmat. Paschall Truck Lines 800848-0405

!terrain needed.

ILAperieuct• pravirred.
but still train. 1ppl
In KO. Bo\ 1040-0.
NIurra. 10 421171
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
888-942-4053.
AIR FORCE- Great career
opportunities available for
high school grads. ages
17-27. Plus up to $9,000
enlistment bonus it you
qualify! For an information
packet call 800-423-USAF
or visit www.airforce.com
ATTENTION!
TRUCK
DRIVERS- No experience
needed-C.D.L.
training
provided! Earn up to $978
a week, no employment
contract! We need Kentucky trainees and experienced drivers now! 800616-5055.
ATTN LPNs RNs, RTs
and Paramedics! Become
an RN or BSN graduate
and increase your income
without going back to
school! To schedule your
interview in Paducah, call
Robert Tallman by March
18 1-800-737-2222

1•

•

Owner - Beverly DeVries
•.$1, ifir 4.

BURIAL INSURANCE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-400-455-4199

AVON
Earn extra income by representing the #1 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820
IND/SLS/REP.

ble, shipping & receiving
clerk
No phone calls
please Apply in person
All In One Sewing. 95
Chestnut St

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

DRIVERS- Cash-load advances. Day-one insurance. and ex-drivers as
fleet managers. Just like
the good, old days of
trucking! Willis Shaw Express Call today! 800564-6973.
DRIVERS- Great pay!
Hometimel make up to
35c a mile Terrific family
benefits Home weekly
(Just ask our drivers!) Or
call
888-WORK-4-US.
Avenft Express EOE
DRIVERS- Now hiring single teams and owners for
vans and flats. Great pay
and benefits running primarily southern and west
from the Midwest National
Distributors.
800-3349677.
DRIVERSOver
The
Road, 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model convenbona's. 3 years experience. Start .30c- 33c a
mile + benefits. Call 800444-6648. $1,250 Sign-on
Bonus
DRIVERSTransport
America and A successful
truck driving school accepting applications. Experienced dnvers start up to
33.5c, Experienced call
800-443-0708. Inexperienced 888-416-7745.
ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN.
Applicant must be able to
modify, build, and repair,
microprocessor based
electronic circuit boards.
Please send resume and
salary requirements to:
Sportable Scoreboards.
P.O.Box 1480, Murray, KY
42071
FRONT office help wanted. computer experience,
able to work flexible hours
Apply in person. Racer
Inn, S 12th St No phone
calls please.
FULL time Certified Dental
Assistant needed Send
resume to PO Box 1040
T, Murray. KY 42071
INSTALLER'S NEEDED
FOR SATELLITE- Primestar, DSS, and Dish All of
Kentucky Must have own
truck and tools Only dependable apply Plenty of
work Call 800-250-7735

Professional Truck Drivers
Excellent Miles/Money • Friendly
Dispatch • Excellent Equipment
• Home Every 7-10 days
Benefits: Health & Life Insurance
• 401K • Direct Deposit Weekly • Paid
Vacations • Riders Policy

800-925-5133

Cf,

www.chis.com

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
A large international company is currently interviewing for
two (2) career-minded individuals in the Kentucky area

WE PROVIDE:
Up to 30k-40k 1St year .
• Health, Life, Dental Insurance plus 401k Savings &
• Stock Purchase
• Three weeks expense paid training, and on the
'Job training
• Merit promotions. mgt. possible within 1 yr.

• Your guaranteed starting income will be $400/wk
IF YOU PROVIDE
• Strong desire to succeed
'Excellent public relations skills
'Competitive sports minded track record
For confidential personal interview

CALL NOW 9:30 AM TO 6:00 PM
502-443-3313 ASK FOR SANDRA SIBRAY
114PON

-awaallawww•-•••-•-•
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JANITORIAL
Service
needs part time help, 2535 hrs per week. Start pay
$5.50. Room for advancement. Call for appt. 7594222 ask for Beverly.
LITTLE School Daycare
looking for full and part
time help. Minimum wage.
Call 759-0010 for an appointment.
MACHINE Maintenance/
crating. Some mechanical
& carpetry background
preferred. No phone calls
please. Apply in person:
All In One Sewing, 95
Chestnut St.
NOW forming winter pool
leagues. Individual players
or teams can inquire at
Breakttme Billiards. 7599303.
NOW hiring experienced
cabinet maker. Please apply at 301 Andrus Dr.
OFFICE help needed. Ex-,
penenced only need apply
328-8982.
OWNER OPERATORSCompany dnvers. Looking
for company who cares
about their drivers? No escrow, base plate free,
equipment
insurance,
home weekends, 25003000 miles per week, planned
backhauls.
L&N
Transportation, Inc. 800632-4332, Louisville. KY.
PATTI'S Restaurant in
Grand Rivers is now hiring
salad personnel and experienced hostesses and
servers. Apply in person
Monday-Thursday, 2-4pm.
PROFESSIONAL SALESPERSON WANTED- For
local area to market
unique financial product
around county leaders.
Should be mature, well
groomed and want to earn
in excess of $50,000 per
year. Call Bob Taylor, 888340-3242.
PUT YOUR PARENTING
SKILLS TO WORK,- If you
consider yourself a good
parent. are looking for a
rewarding position and can
accept a live-in position.
this may be the job for
you! Unique and rewarding
opportunities for Houseparents/ Caregivers for private, residential school for
mentally- challenged children and adults Full-time
and part-time positions
Ideal full-time candidate
would live on the beautiful
850 acre campus located
in Frankfort. Kentucky 23
consecutive days and be
off 5-7 days Schedules
can be somewhat flexible.
Experience in healthcare
is helpful, but not required
Excellent benefit package
with extras, including
housing. utilities, cable television, meals and use of
school facilities. Retirees
welcome. For more information. please call! Machele W. Tackett, Stewart
Home School "Special
Care for Special People!"
502-227-4821 EOE
QUALITY
NANNIES
NEEDED!- In Virginia
Beach/ Richmond area
Excellent salary, paid vacation, travel expenses
paid Call Nannies and
Companions.
888-4360222 no agency fee
RECEPTIONIST needed
for busy dental office_ Must
be good at dealing with the
public. Send resume to
PO Box 1040 F. Murray,
KY 42071.
SERVICE TECHNICIAN,
Murray Quik Lube Plus, 5
Points Some Mechanical
experience helpful Apply
in person

7••• -• •
•
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Help Wanted

DRIVERS- No experience
needed $600 per week
CDL training available.
KLLM 800-865-7284

• \

--

Special Price

060
Help Wanted

Calloway Monument Co.

Pictv4e Mc'',
Will Treyvel

CALL FOR INFORMATION

He Wanted

CDL DRIVERS, OWNER
NO
DOWNPAYMENT?
Truck
Problem credit/ Own the OPERATORShome you need now, with- School Grads. On-the-spot
out a big downpayment hiring. Free plates/ permits/ insurance. 90% no.
Complete financing
if
"Still" Family
qualified DeGeorge Home touch freight. Great pay
and benefits package
Alliance 800-343-2884
Owned & Operated
Start immediately! Call
WHEN THE BANK SAYS 888-299-7283.
Custom designing & individual
"NO"- Call us, Consolidate
craftsmanship continue to be our
debt 100% & 125% loans, CERTIFIED OR NON
NURSING
purchase and refinance, CERTIFIED
"Specialty"
turned down elsewhere? ASSISTANT POSITIONS:
Little or no equity, loans Excellent benefit packMon-Fri 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun by Appt.
for all credit Midwest Na- ages On site certification
753-1962
tional Mortgage Banc, Inc classes provided Full-time
Call toll free. 888-548- or part-time Apply at!
8308
HUD
License WestView Nursing Home
.*
"••
#72840-00005, HUD Li- 1401 S. 16th St Murray,
KY. Or contact Knsty Stecense #11501-00003.
phenson. RN, Clinical Coordinator at 502-762-1591
Lost and Found
CUSTOMER Service and
Al Total Cleaning Service
Support for rocal computer
LOST Chocolate Lab pup
7511..4222
company. Job responsibilipy with red collar on eas
ties include Support for
side of Murray Reward of
Windows NT, Novell and
'Carpet &
'General Cleaning
fered, Call 753-1555
Windows 98 Network enLOST Gray Tabby, neu- vironment. Individual must
Upholstery
'Churches
tered pet. If found 753- be proficient and able to
(Pet Odor)
4570. Answers to Mr support DOS. Windows
'Residential
Blue.
3.X. 95 & 98 application
'Commercial
LOST: Watch at Video software Job function in•StriPPINI
Gold Must find. Sentimen- clude troubleshooting, in& Waxing
'Bonded &
tal value Call 759-9215 if stallation. up-grades and
• found. Reward'
Floors
insured
general maintenance of
customer sites Applicants
THIS space is reserved
must hve exceptional comthe day might come.
munication skills, willing to
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home. travel and professional appearance Send resume
Just give us a call, we'll to. PO Box 2138, Paris
TN 38242
be glad to help,
DRIVER
CONVENANT
Your loved one we'll
TRANSPORT$1,000
try to find,
sign-on bonus for Exp
Cause
we
all
have
Furry
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
company drivers 800-441or Feathered Friends,
No Physical Examinations
4394. Owner-Operators
Here at the
call 888-667-3729 Bud
If you are in average health and can answer
Ledger & Times.
Meyer Truck Lines Refrino to a few quesbons you may qualify for preferred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
gerated Hauling. Call toll
Call
753-1916
rates at cifferent ages for $4000 policy
free 877-283-6393 solo
drivers and contractors.
060
NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
DRIVER. OTR- Celadon
tielp1Vaated
Trucking New pay packMALE
FEMALE
ACCOUNTANT
$9.84
needed age, teams-44c, solos
$840
We 50
age 56
$1224
$1004
part time 20-25 hours per 32c. Includes bonuses
$14.12
$1248
week Prefer daily 9 until 1 safety and longevity boage 60
$2064
$14 76
age 66
or 2pm but flexible Full nuses. 80% drop & hook.
age 70
$2796
$2200
Skills with experience pre- no touch freight, assigned
$37 76
$3064
age 76
ferred naturally Contact conventional freightliners,
Gale Hawkins at 753-7001 miles, miles. miles, excelor leave resume at Haw- lent benefits in 30 days
kins Research, Inc 1304 Celadon Trucking ServChestnut Street, Suite E. ices, Inc 800-729-9770
Murray. KY
FULL time position availa

or-

National Rates

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

:

RECEPTIONIST position
available for an outgoing.
self motivated person in a
rapidly growing medical related practice. Insurance
experience
preferred
Send resume to: P0 Box
1040 E, Murray, KY
42071_
SALES- A year round opportunity with House of
Lloyd Home Party Plan
Commission+
bonuses_
Free training. Now hiring
management and booking
parties. Also fundraisers
800-264-2166
TEMPORARY JOB
OPENINGS
Now thru mid June. Warehouse & Clerk position. Inquire at: Southern States
Cooperative,
110 E. Sycamore.

Classified

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT &
MARINA hiring for the
1999 Season as follows:
MARINA- needs Outside
Dock Person and Store
Clerk,
knowledgeable
about boats and fishing
helpful, rotating shifts,
must be able to work
weekends and holidays
when called for, and in
good physical health, retirees welcome. Full time
and part time positions.
RESORT- Grounds Maintenance, full time and part
time positions. Must be
able to work weekends
and holidays and in good
physical health, retirees
welcome Call weekdays
only, between 9!00 to 4.00
for interview and job applications502-354-6568.
Located on Hwy 68 at Jonathan Creek.

Help Wanted
Part time help Circulation
Dept. some heavy lifting
required. Early morning
hours. Apply in person

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
••••
•
••••MMINMek.

Crass)
#
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
11 R \IT! IF 1\1

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount In'
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball •Uniyersal •Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset •Kesler
V.... Sr.
Downtown
Murray

Ia.' ?A.:.
103 S.
3rd St.

Free
Financing

Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

Tableptidpicialist
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair. Upgrade, D-aining & Installati,,n
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture

•
•• •

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

‘1-‘:
• t.
••
'
. .77,t

Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Wholesale
Utility Sheds
-80
Special -8x8•185
All sheds are FOB sue Chosce two n or charcoal
black shingles All exterior wood is treated for
weather resistance ()mons and prices are asaulablc
upon request including windows. double door..
eight foot wide buildings sells, ramps shcl..
lofts
•A

••• esiope r

bows warkor

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBI,FD ON sn

TERMS: Paid in full upon completion

apki
•••
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THE
BERRIPATCH, Inc.
Help wanted
Needs full time employees
in production and shipping
departments. Good pay,
hard dirty work, some
heavy lifting required.
Concrete Production
1st Shift 7:00am- 3,30pm
2nd Shift 6,00am- 2.30pm
Shipping Dept.
1st Shift 7:00am- 3:30pm
2nd Shift 11:am- 7,30pm
Taking
Applications
9,00am- 4:00pm .
•Health. Life and Dental
Insurance
•Holiday Pay, Vacation
Pay
•Bonuses
Apply at The Berripatch,
Inc.
225 Hwy 69 North
Paris, TN 38242
(Holley Carburetor Bldg.)
Employment Substance
Employment
Screen.
Physical Required. E.O.E
WANTED Babysitter in
my home, Mon- Fri, 7am4pm. Must have references. Call 753-0980 after
5pm.
WENDY'S is now hiring
work oriented people for
challenging positions including, daytime sandwich
makers, register operators,
& night time closers Apply
between 2&4pm Mon-Fri
070
Domestic it
Childcare

•

THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 1999

AVON
own
your
Start
busihome-based
ness with only a $20
investment.
Exceptional income
possibilities through
personal sales &
multi-level marketing.

CALL TODAY
1-888-669-6820
MARKETING in herbal,
botanical, skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products. Unlimited income
Call Pam Perry,
502-522-8758
ONE man established
Lawn Business in Murray.
Cub Cadet Model 2135,
121/2 HP with hydro
transmission Includes tilt
trailer and Echo trimmer
502-247-5787
110
inainselion
PIANO/ organ lessons
Older beginners & adults
preferred First lesson free
7531810
Computers
MDM Computers
Repairs. upgrades and installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552

WANTED Riding mowers.
go-carts, & 4-whee4ers that
need work 436-2867.
AMON

Awl*
$1400
ENGAGEMENT
Ring, asking $500 obo
759-4846
$444 POOLS, POOLS
$444 COMPLETE- New
20'x32' pool with deck,
fence, filter, liner, and
more! 100% financing.
Free heating device 800436-5467, R&S Special &
Appt. O.A.C.
AAA POOLS! New leftover
1998 pools drastically reduced! For ex: 19'x31'
0.D. pool with sundeck,
fence, filter only $888!
100% financing! Professional installation required,
additional cost. Call now
800-759-6058.
Limited
area.
COOKWARE
Factory
clearance! We quit doing
dinner parties! Have a few
beautiful new 17pc sets
left' 7-ply' 100% waterless!
Was $1,599, now $394!
$70 bonus! 800-434-4628.
FOR Sale: T-Shirt press
for transfers. National
Brand, top of the line,
w/heat set & timer, hardly
used. Perfect condition,
$450. Call 474-8704 after
5pm.
KUBOTA
riding lawn
mower, runs good, 8 hp
Want to buy straight back
chairs that needs seats.
436-2383
LARGE Scroll saw on
wheels, $175. Hallet Davis
piano, $200. Call after
3:30pm. 759-3104.

CLEANING houses is my
business.. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553
IN home licensed Day
care, near town, has open- CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
ings Daily activities 767- Old or New. 753-7185.
MAPLE Trees- you dig &
CASH paid for good, used
0791
plant, $2 each I dig &
rifles,
shotguns,
and
pisPRIVATE DUTY
plant and guarantee for 1
Sporting
tols. Benson
NURSING
year, $8 753-0835
In your home, hospital-of--Cikciods, 519 S. 121h, MurMATTRESS' Smith Mara9
in a provided residential
FURNITURE (Antique or tress Factory, Symsonia
home
Primitive), Collectables, Ky 502-851-3160.
Experienced. Certified.
and other antiques, 1 MURRAY State Annuals 7
References
volumes for $25: 7 older
24 hour service, 7 days a piece or all. Call 753-3633
arm chairs & rockers $25
WANT
to
lease,
Fire
cured
week.
for all Yamaha Proffes489-2763 or 489-2753 tobacco barn. 1-3 acre casional keyboard with ac759-9695.
pacity.
WILL do housecleaning,
WANTED: Kirby vacuum cessories $200. Call 767offices retail business
cleaner,
will pay top dollar 9900 day; 7534268 EvePlease call 753-1016
ning.
759-5324.
NEED 3-PHASE POWER?
Quality Phase Converters
starting from $199 and up
Refurbished and new.
You can't beat our prices!" 30 years experience
• Individual • Business •
www ROTOMASTER com
•Electronic Filing •
800-603-7636
PROM dresses, garters,
shoes,jewelry &
tuxedo rentals
Merle Norman
98 W 5th Si
Benton, KY
502-527-8899
206 S.6th
SATELLITE SYSTEM 18"Direct dishes. Basic $59.
Dual box systems $174
Ask about free programming. 800-325-7836. Open
daily.
SEE us for your barn or
Black Plastic - Guaranteed Not To Leak!
roof metal. Cut to length
16'x100 — $30.00
Covers 36 inches. many
20'x 100' — $35.00
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
Float Trays - tiot Disposable'---$1.20
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
2*8'and 338 cell size available
5,000+ sizes. 40x60x14,
Burley Gold soil media
50x75x14,
$9,094.
S7.2013 cubic foot long • #1 soil media
$12,275:
50x100x16,
Why pay more?
60x100x16.
$18.879;
$18,261.
Call 502-435-4131 to order Pick up 7 to 9 a.m, daily or
Mini-stoarge
by appointment at Rob. Debbie or Ashley Morton's
buildings, 40x160. 32
farm. 1561 Rayburn Road. Murray. KY
units, $16,914. Free brochures. www.sentinelbuildings.com Sentinel Buildings, 800-327-0790. extension 79.

INCOME.'FAX

PAGE
BOOKKEEPING
(1 TAX SERVICE
753-8107

Tobacco Float Supplies

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Remo.. al
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

Four Star Mobile Home
Parts CS Service
K-Rok Underpinning
Vinyl Underpinning
14x70 28" avg. hght. 1 pc. white rubber roofs
$1.59 per Sq tftStaii."
$305.00
Combination Door

2235.00

Treated Decks
w/completed handrails

Single Blank Door

6x10

$120.00

10x20

Aluminum & Vinyl Windows

10x50

$425.00
$1100.00
$2700.00

WEDDING dress Bridesmaid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10 Call 759-5339.
after 6pm
WOLFF TANNING BEDSAnd supplies Residential
and commercial
We'll
beat competitors prices
Call toll-free 877-8826233

ALL pieces oak roll top
desk & chair, large wardrobe, secretary, four stack
bookcase, glass door, pie
safe, hall tree, 48" round
table six chairs, spool leg
table rocker, and mantle
clock 492-6175

ALMO Country Store and
Crawford's Garden Center.
Intersection 1824 & 464,
Almo, KY 753-1934 New
selection of concrete lawn
ornaments, glazing balls,
bird baths, water fountains, etc. visit the gift
shop for hospital. funeral
homes, and special occasions We deliver' Bedding
plants arriving soon

1995 26X60 Doublewide
excellent condition, 3br. 2
bath, please call after
5pm 502-437-4254
1997 FRANKLIN Manufactured home, 28x68, 3 bedroom, 2 bath Need to sell
Make offer Call 753-7934
leave message and will return call
EXTRA nice, 1998, 16x80,
3br, 2 bath home on 1/2
acre with front and rear
deck, rock driveway. No
money down Call after
5pm. 759-3176.

NEW homes starting at
$15,900. with central heat
& air. See the housing
leader!' Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc 2427 E. Wood
St. Pans, TN 1-800-6424891.
NO one, no where has a
better housing value' Over
60 new & used homes to
chose from One of SouthJ.D. 336 square bailer.
east largest & oldest dealN.H. 254 Tedder rake_
ership
Dinkins Mobile
489-2740.
Homes, Inc 2427 E Wood
SLIGHTLY used 1995 St Pans, TN 1-800-642Horse or Stock Trailer, 4891.
12x6x6'6, and 2 hay
racks 435-4305
2BR, 1 bath, doublewide.
94E. 4 miles. 759-4118.

Equipment
NORDIC Track Pro mode
ski machine. $275 753
9339

2BR, 11/2 bath. 1/2 acre
lot. $260/mo. 753-6012.
2BR, 2 bath, 12x65, gas
heat. Rent to own. 7594118.
TWO bedroom trailers for
rent, $275 per mo plus
deposit. Water and trash
pickup included. Call 7535779,

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking river, Smoky Mountains, TN Horse-drawn
carnage, cabins, Jacuzzi,
ordained ministers, no
tests. Heartland 800-448- 2 SPACES available now.
8697
(VOWS) North of Murray 767http://www.heartlandwed- 9435
ding.com.
LOT for rent 492-8488.
GET MARRIED- Smoky LOTS for single & double
Mountains, areas most wtdes
starting
at
beautiful chapels, ordained S85gnonth, 753-9270
ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon/
Business Bemis
family cabins, breathtaking
views Wedding arrangeCOMMERCIAL_ building
ments 800-893-7274. Vaover 1800sq ft., 3 overcation lodging.
head doors. Location. 5
800-634-5814
points More information,
Rogers Enterprises
Home Lots For Sale
753-5140
NO down payment Lo
ready for mobile home
767-9435.29

14X60 WITH frigerator
dishwasher, stove, & serV
ice pole, $1200 753-7478
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath, microwave, dishwasher, washer & dryer
753-9866
1983
FLEETWOOD
14x70, 3br. 2 bath, all
electric. Built house, need
to sell. $6,500 753-6337
1987 14X70 Buccaneer,
2br, 2 bath. $10,000 502527-5011
1990 48X24 Buccaneer.
3br, 2 bath, large whirlpool
tub, and large lot. East of
Murray. New 16x20 outbuilding fenced in backyard, 48' deck on front
$46.000 Phone 753-8440
1992 16X80 Belmont 3br
2 bath Call after 6pm
527-1372

NOW RENTING
Offices of various sizes
and prices. Furnished or
unfurnished, paid utilities.
PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633, 436-2856 evenings
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center 753-6612 or 7534509

Office Space
Various size units

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

1 & 2BR apartments are
professionally cleaned before you move in Call
Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444
1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $250/mo
759-4138

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. with blueprints & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we 'start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes_
We ;ilso specialize in construction of lake homes.
large or small.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starling at
$200/mo 753-4109.
1, 2, 3bedroom furn apts
partial utilities paid_ Laundry rooms available No
pets Lease & deposit required. 1606 Miller, Murray. 753-0932, 753-5898
VALLEYWOOD,
1405B
2br, 1 bath, newly painted
& carpeted, room length
closets Kitchen appliances. washer/ dryer hookup Garage size storage
building in rear, $450/mo,
$450 deposit. Responsible
for mowing 1/2 yard No
pets. Leave message
753-3018, 753-6147
I BR apartment across
street from MSU Unfurnished, has w/d, no pets,
1 yr lease. More information, Rogers Enterprises
753-5140, night 767-9230.
1BR apartment, 5 miles
south 121. 1 year lease,
no pets, furnished. $225.
rent & deposit. 759-8560
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d, available now Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, close to university &
hospital Some utilities
paid. 753-8756.
1BR, large, very nice, partially furnished, w/d included, gas heat. Lease & deptosit required. $300/mo
753-0919 or 1-800-5897956.
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, near MSU, utilities
furnished. Coleman RE
759-4118.
2BR apt, central h/a. Wiswell Rd, $350 rent & deposit. 753-3415 or 7537123.
2BR Duplex at 1304-A
Valleywood. $375/mo.
759-4406
2BR Duplex with carport,
central h/a. 18021/2-A
Monroe Ave. $375. Deposit. 1 year lease, no pets.
753-8002.
2BR Duplex, 2br apartment, bath nice. Call MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished.
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR new apartment, central h/a, dishwasher, w/d
Diuguid Drive. $400/mo
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call Mur-Cal 7534444.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliancesjurnished. $475/mo, 1 yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR central gas h/a appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
4BR, 21
bath Townhouse, 1217 North 16th.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 baths, like
new condition. Kitchen has
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher & microwave, w/d,
& lawn maintenance included Beautiful carpet &
tile. Security deposit and
lease. No pets. 753-9240.
EXTRA nice 2br duplex, all
appliances. 1819 Ridgewood, $450/mo
2BR, 2 bath duplex w/garage,
1706
Oakhill,
$600/mo. 753-7457_
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished. including w/d,
1 yr lease, 1 mo deposit.
No pets 753-2905
LARGE brick, 2br, appliances, central gas h/a, utility
room low utilities, quiet
family home, no pets
$395/mo 753-8828
NEW 3br Condoplex, all
appliances, central h/a
Now taking applicants for
rent 03/01/99. 1yr lease.
759-9835 or 753-0834.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house wiwasher & dryer, furnished, near MSU
Inquire at 1210 Main St
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NOW available- tbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities Lease and deposit
required Near downtown
No pets. 436-2755
NOW renting 1br apartments $215/mo College
Farm Road Apartments
753-6716
NOW taking applications
for 1. 2 & 3br apartments
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984. TDDa 1-800247-2510.
TIRED of big electric bills?
We have a one bedroom
apt for you Water & appliances furnished No pets
Starting price $225/mo
753-3949
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage. appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, 1yr lease. 1 mo deposit No pets 753-2905
SMALL 2br new campus
no pets 753-5980

Bruce Green
Budifing Contractor, Inc.

(502)7534043

VVOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call today 800-842-1310

1

-111340pimmes

HOTPOINT 15tt chest
reezer, excellent condition Call 753-4566 between 9am-5pm, ask for
Nell

Looking for the PERFECT HOMESITE?
Look no further
Murray Estates- The Perfect combination
of lifestyles and location
94W. City limits- Watch for our entrancr,
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 iTohl Free)
502-435-4487

5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy. 502-492-8488

"STOP"
Pa Higher Prices
Vehicle?
y
OnA Rental
Loa Why

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone 753-6910
Has Daily VVrekly or Monthly ri,it(

2PC living room group.
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
group
BEDROOM
$15/wk Call 753-4663
KING size waterbed Solid
wood Cannon Ball style
head and footboard Excellent Sealy Flotation
mattress, $1500 Call 7538452
OAK kitchen table with leaf
and 4 chairs, 2 barrel back
chairs, light teal velour
and small square table
759-1536

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Melal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

•

•

THE
JACK;

For Rai

Amounted'For Bent

APARTRED
OAKS
MENTS Make it your
home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities
Office hours
8am-5pm,
Mon -Fri
Equal
(502)753-8668
Housing Opportunity

REGISTERED Golden Retnever $150 each Please
call after lpm 489-2916
&Supplies
HI-MAG Mineral, $7.95 for
50Ib bag Farmers Farinacy, 759-2248,
QUARTER horse not broken. 15 hands, 3 years
old.435-4237.

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE
753-9898

1YR old, 3br, 2 bath home
$660/mo Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
& deposit required
753-4109
2BR house appliances furnished, w/d hook-up. No
pets. 753-0728 after 4pm.
3 Bedroom, 2 bath c/a, big
yard, $475 per month
901-642-0784 .
3 BEDROOM, gas heat,
w/d hookup, appliances,
$450/mo. 753-9636.
3BR brick with stove, refrigerator, & carport. Available March 10th. $450/mo
plus deposit. 753-8981.
house,
garage.
3BR
fenced in yard, central h/a.
no pets, near campus.
$500/mo plus deposit.
502-527-8585
3BR House. $500/mo deposit. Located at 9909 St
Rt 121 N. 489-2296.
3BR, 1 bath, brick, 1 car
attached garage, central
heat & air. Sycamore &
Woodlawn. 6495/mo plus
secunty deposit, no dogs.
474-2520.
3BR, 2 bath brick, 8 miles
north. $600/mo plus deposit. 753-8582.
3Br, 2 bath house at 1660
Ryan Avenue Outside pet
only! $500 month. Available 3-1-99. 435-4645.
COMPLETELY remodeled
house. 3br, 2 bath, dining
room, living room, utility,
central h/a, gas fireplace,
garage, and large storage
building. 3 miles from
town. Call 753-5719 (day)
or 753-2647 (night).
HAZEL, 2br. lease & deposit. 492-8526.
LARGE 4br, 2 bath home
only 2 blocks from MSU
$650/mo lease possible.
759-5967.
NICE 2 bedroom brick duplex. 3 miles East, $275.
Lease ad deposit required. Call 753-1513 after
4 p.m.

404 N. 4th
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Winston
Cup
Smokin Joe Tins,
dishes, glassware,
tools, knives, some
antiques and a lot
more.

4 Party Gigantic
Indoor Moving
Sale
94 E. 7 miles to Old
Newburg Rd. 1 mile to
gray metal building.
Fri. & Sat.
March 5 & 6
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
94 Ford Ranger, antiques.
small appliances baby
things, toys, decorating
items, 2 table & chairs

Heal Estate
KENTUCKY
LAKEFRONT15
acres,
$39,900 Lake property on
beautiful
undiscovered
lake. Small town, country
living. Meadows, woods,
views and sunset 4 seasons, year round boating &
fishing 800-816-5253.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
and
ous
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.
LARGE bldg with living
quarters on 21i2 acres off
641. Possibly commercial.
502-753-3653 or 618-7972728
TENNESSEE LAKE VIEW
BARGAIN- 3 acres with
boat dock $19,900. Beautifully wooded spectacular
views, located at crystal
clear mountain lake, next
to 18 hole golf course!
Paved roads, utilities, soils
tested. Low, low financing
Mountain
Call
Lone
Shores now 800-704-3154
ext. 1750.

Indoor/Outdoor
Yard Sale

BEAUTIFUL 1 acre, new
restncted subdivision near
SW Elementary. Take 16th
south, continue on Wiswell
Rd, Lot 893, lot on right
before 1st house, $15,500.
Call 492-8879.

Rain or Shine
901 N. 16th
Across from
tennis courts.
Instruments, music,
electronics—furniture, collectibles,
etc

NORTHWOOD
BUSINESS PARK
1 25- 2.5 Acre lots for
business & light industry.
City limits. All utilities. 7531362 ext. 129.

MOVIE SALE
I 1 und reds of
movies for sale.
Starting as loss
as $3.
Ne‘‘ Releases
Older Movies
Classics
Disney N.
3 Hours Only.
\larch 6
7 a.m.-10 a.m.
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For Sale
143 ACRES with 5 bed
room house, 3 tobacco
barns, tool sheds and tobacco base. 435-4560 after 5pm.

1631

Acreage

ACREAGE for sale or
lease near WalMart with
Hwy 641 frontage. Make
an offer. 753-3949
For US

EASTSIDE
3BR, 2 bath, brick mainte
nance free home, in the
$70's 753-8245

1206 Cheslittil • Nliii

STORAGE

Classified

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

Neon Beach
Mimi-Storage

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Types of:
Custom Woodworking
All

•

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081

Drop by and see our showroom
.4144,. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
•
•••kka•--'°11.14'
▪ 1
.\11•••evemelfialth''—.4k.

641 Storage
Sizes Available

753-5585

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-759-4979
2 PARAKEETS with cage
for sale $25.00 Leave
message 753-6747
AKC Chihuahua, female,
black, longhair. 5 mos old,
$295 753-3283.
BOXER puppies, AKC
females 502-247-6215 after 4pm
DOG Kennels, 10'x10'.6',
$184 95 Also available,
Underground Electronic
pet fences Farmers Farmacy, 759-2248
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
FOR PENNIES MORE Get latest technology in
liquid wormers Happy
Jack Liqui-Vict delivers actives better than older formulas At Southern States
(wriew happyfackinc corn)
JACK Russell puppies
ready to go 759-8080
MINI Dachshund, 5mo old
red, female $250 Phone
753-8440

Tony Henderson
Plumbing

Phone: (502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Payer: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Licensed & Insured

Electrical
Standby Power
Electrical Generators for
Residential, Agricultural
& Commercial use

Sales and Installation

Ph. or Fax 502-382-2333
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Yard Sale

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION914+ acres Double crop
farmland Selling in 25
tracts_ Saturday, March
13, 10am. Franklin, Kentucky. Call for detailed brochure. Toll free 888-75E7171. Layne Auctioneers
KYLICO2718

•
•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR

460
Homes For Sale

THE ANNUAL GIGANTIC CONSIGNMENT
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

(AUCTION))

DNrop
25
krch
(enbro756ers

SAT. MARCH 13TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY.
1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL I3E IN THIS AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT - IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE
ANY AND EVERY TYPE OF IMPLEMENT!!

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKHOES - TRUCKS
CONSIGN TO THE man THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY

iKE :res
y on
ered
Jntry

cids,
seang &

BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY- FRIDAY
MARCH 10TH - 11TH - 12TH
vck Ft CHECK IN!
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JAMES R. CASH
CTI:INEER i REAL ESTATE BROKER .1C FANCY FARM. KY.502-623-8466 J C
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2 OR 3br house on 2 3BR, 2 bath Condo with
acres in a country setting garage 753-7947
only 5 minutes from town 3BR, brick, 2 baths, car2 out buildings central h/a port, city water, 3 miles
$72,000 Call 753-3962 from Murray. 753-9711.
leave message.
4BR, 2 story home, near
2BR. 1 bath brick home university, dining room &
basement. Priced in $70's.
Central h/a, gas logs on 5
753-1040.
acre wooded lot. 32X32
masonry block building 4BR, 21/2 bath, brick, VISmall 1 car garage Call level, 2600sq ff, large
yard, great in town loca435-4014 anytime
tion, close to schools.
3/4 BEDROOM, double at- 1615 Cardinal.
$116,000.
tached garage/ workshop. 753-2052 or 759-8354.
Lot 71x250. Small down/ BRICK 3
bedroom 2 bath
monthly payments to quali- 2 car garage. Nice
neighfied buyer. Reasonably borhood,
owner. C/H&A
priced. 753-3690.
1107 Fairlane Drive. Pos3BR brick house, 31/2 sibly rent $650 per month.
miles east of Hazel on 759-3395
State Line Road. Will sell DUPLEX
for sale 2br, and
with 1 or 29 acres. 502a bath on each side.
753-8943 or 502-753- $85,000. in
Northwood.
5967.
759-4406.
3BR brick on large lot on
EAST Y Subdivision 3br,
Scenic Drive off Potterbrick ranch, $80's.
town Rd. Approximately 3
753-0444
miles
from
Murray. FOR sale by owner:
Price
$40,000. Call Jones &
reduce. 10 Room, 4br,
Ross Realty. 527-7224.
31/2 bath, 10 closets, 2
3BR house on 1 acre lot,
fireplaces, large deck, gazimmaculate
condition. ebo w/hot tub,
4000 sf
94E, 101/2 miles from Murhome with many upray & 5 minutes from lake.
grades. Approx. 1 acre.
474-8865:
Great buy at $195,000.
753-4882.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., March 6, 1999•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray,
Ky. take 94 west to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield take Hwy. 121 S.
through Coldwater turn south onto Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction.
Watch for auction signs.
Selling the estate of Mrs. Mary Gibson and others.
Odd beds, chest & vanities, set of bunk beds - fold up bed - sofa & chair - other
odd chairs - small lamp table - color t.v. - small wood drop leaf table & chairs pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - flatware - some old glass & china - nice
what not items - set of t.v. trays - cook books - other interesting books - baskets
- nice small rug - stereo - brass items - quilt rack - table lamps - lot of craft items
- card table - small fold up table - elect. fans - records - 8 track tapes - new radios
- bedspreads - bed linen - sewing machine - vacuum cleaner -4 metal office desks
-(2)4&5 drawer file cabinets - some office equipment - large metal drafting table
- lot of items from the old Murray Clinic - wood & metal examine tables - small
scales - 3 new telescopes - t.v. poles - nuts, bolts & screws - new belt for belt
sander - 840 new Myers pump preSsiire- Unks - large saw blades - 3 large magnets - metal rings - lot of pop rivets - lot of large hose clamps - lot of wrenches
& tools - power tools - elect. heaters - 2 wheel hand truck - small truck topper tool box - some old coins - old pinball machine the baseball game - nice 1993
.Suzuki Side Kick 4 wheel drive - 1993. Chevy S- 10 power steering p/brakes &
low Miles - step ladder - power tools.

new
near
16th
riswell
right
5,500

stry
753-

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144.

bed
bacco
nd to60 at-

Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction held rain or shine.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
“.11y Service Doesn't Cost. It Pars"

doalCars

boodCars

1990 300ZX, red, black interior, 66K miles, new
tires, cd player 492-6175
1992 Ford Crown VIC-XL
light grey leather-loaded
Good condition $5000
Call Buddy at 762-4220after 5 call 753-3050
1992 TOYOTA Camry LE,
one owner, 87,xxx miles,
$7950 Call after 6pm 7536795
1993 CHEV Lumina, good
cond. $4500. 759-9268.
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
ROYALE. 4dr, p/w, p/I,
cruise, tilt, white w/blue interior, new tires, garage
kept, serviced every 2500
miles. 113xxx miles, but in
very good condition Second owner $4900. Can be
seen at the Ledger &
Times or call 474-8704
1993 PONTIAC Grand Am
GT, white, sharp car, loaded, $6300 489-2022

1993 TOYOTA Camry LE,
4 cyl, 69xxx miles, excellent condition, $9,900
753-9339
1994 HONDA Civic LX,
navy blue, 4dr, 5 speed,
power everything, 65,xxx
miles $7,000 obo
759-24-87
1994 OLDS Cutlass Cierra Excellent car, $5,000
759-5144.
1994 SUNBIRD Convertible, auto, w/air, white
w/black top 61.xxx miles
753-7785.
1994, 2DR Cutlass Supreme, white w/all options,
3100 V6 Days 753-4563
ask for Mike Nights 7593366.
1995 MERCURY Cougar 2
door, automatic, leather,
sun roof, $9000 7594077
84 BUICK Lesabre, 1 owner. Looks & runs good
$1,000. 489-2338
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Maid Cars

1995 TOYOTA Supra. twin
turbo,
burgundy
red,
51,xxx miles $25,000
753-9479 days, 759-1509
evenings
1997 Honda Accord Special Edition, loaded, alloy
wheels cd player, 31,XXX
miles $16,500 Contact
492-8500
95 INTREPID black cherry, new tires, very well
maintained With 30 month
service warranty $9500
759-3176.

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before.
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed. Must
have at $750 cash or
trade-in.

Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit

ALL ELECTRICAL ALL
CARPENTRY Garages,
Additions, Restoration. 24
hour service calls References, Licensed & Insured Call Larry Nimmo
L&J Home Builders
753-9372 or 753-0353
ALL TYPES OF WORK
Landscaping, mulching,
hedge trimming, lawn
seeding, fertilizing, dethatching, sweeping gutter
cleaning and guards Tree
trimming and removal, lot
cleanng, brush, briar clearing, bushhogging, sickle
mowing, hauling, etc Fast,
courteous service Message 753-2092.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands. Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

Repair Hotline

1-800-566-2277.

Beaver Darn
Auction
200 E. 3rd St., Beaver Dam,KY
Telephone 502-274-3349
Fax 502-274-0341

Vans
1983 FULL size Chevy
conversion van, 150,xxx
actual miles, $1500 Call
437-4290 after 4:30 pm
M-F

GREAT location lust outside city limits on Robertson Rd. 3 Bedroom, 2
bath, master suite, Jacuzzi
tub, large walk-in closet.
1982 SILVERADO 4x4.
Shown by appt. 767-0405.
305 automatic. 1979 CheHOME for sale or will convy 4x4, 350 automatic
sider lease with option to
489-2740.
buy Or limited owner fi1984 CHEVY, Iwb, 305
nancing Extra nice 3bedV8, p/w, p/1, cruise, autoroom, 2 baths dining room.
matic. Great condition
Attached two car garage
767-9127.
on double lot in Murray
1984 FORD F150 truck,
(502)753-4109
Or
V8, $1000 obo. 759-9359
(502)759-8093.
after 6pm.
NEW home almost com1996 DODGE Ram 3500.
pleted in Lynn Grove. 3
4 wheel Diesel. 759-5286.
Bedroom. 2 bath, with
1996 DODGE Ram ext
open floor plan. Cathedral
cab, black, more than
ceiling in living room and
loaded, excellent condikitchen. Island kitchen
tion Must sell. 65,xxx
w/Jenn- Air range, natural
highway miles. $17,500
gas log fireplace, whirlpool
obo. Leave message if no
tub and more. Make offer!
answer. 435-4039.
80's. Ph: 753-6768 or 4351997 S10 extended cab, 3
4336.
door, V6, automatic, loadNEW home offered by
ed, hunter green & silver,
owner. 3br, 2 full baths,
lowered. 44,xxx miles
vaulted ceiling, central h/a,
natural
gas
approx.
Pick-up & delivery available. Full concession, 753-7785.
Slightly used 1995 Horse
1944sq ft under roof with
climate control building. 10% buyer's premior Stock Trailer. 12x6x6'6,
wood patio deck. Location:
um. We are accepting Visa-MC-American
and 2 hay racks. 435641 North of Murray 7
Express. We are now accepting consignments
4305.
miles, left on Charlie Miller
for future auctions. We, are welcoming any
Road, nght on Shamrock
Lane. 0.51 acre lot. Hurry!!
phone bids and left bids.
Campers
Super buy at $109,500
For appointment phone
1995 35' LAYTON Deluxe
352-243-2062 or 502-4375th wheel $14,500. 5024568
623-6391 days, 502-6745647 nights
NEW Nearing completion.
3Br. 2 bath brick house
with 10' ceiling in living
Boats & Motors
room/ dining room, tray
?r
1 aill
irtErtirgillYir
ialltil 15' BAYLINER Jazz Sport
ceiling in master bedroom, •
whirlpool, white cabinet.
(ESTATE AUCTION.) Jet boat. 120hp Mercruiser
hardwood floors in entry
seats 4. Very low
Saturday, March 6th, 1999 engine,
and kitchen. Fireplace,
hours, asking $8,000 75910:00
At
A.M. -Regardless Of Weather
screened porch, steps
4397 leave message.
C.M. Wright. Jr. - Deceased
leading to attic storage.
16FT fiberglass bass boat
Mittair reibrilar.., Meritte4alclf
Located at 1302 Larkspur
with a 90hp Johnson mo20 Miles SW Of Nopkinsville • 25 Miles NE 01 Clarksville
Dr. Campbell Sub.
tor. All equipment includ65 Miles SE OF Piducah • 80 Nibs NW Of Nashville
759-4586
ed. Days 753-4563 nights
From 1-24 At Exit 65 "The Cadiz Exit" Take Hwy 68-80 By
NICE 3br, 11/2 bath, cen474-2355.
Pass West 8 Miles To Hwy 139. Proceed South 8 Miles
tral h/a, hardwood floors,
to Hwy 525, Proceed Southeast 6 Miles to Sale Site!
16FT Jon boat, 30 hp
new roof. $72.500. 753Machinery • Antiques • Mobile Nome • Trucks Johnson motor, trolling
3584
motor, depth finder, nearly
TRACTORS - 84 ACCESSORIES
NICE starter home, 2br,
new. $3500. Call 753JD 4430 Pr Shift, C&A, 18.4-38 Rdl Dls, Wts, 2
recently remodeled North
1630.
Remotes.0 Hitch • Ford 4000 SU Gas, Pr Steering,
Murray on 464. $42,500
1569 Hrs, Remote Valve, Live PTO w Ford Hyd
1987 JAYCO, 291
Loader - Fork Lift Attach & Material Bucket • Ford
759-9466
sleeps 6, tub & shower, full
4000 SU Gas, Pr Steering, 4000 Hrs, Remote Valve,
size
bed. air & heat. tv. miLive PTO • Ford 960 Gas, Pr Steering, 5 Speed.
crowave. Alot of extras
Live PTO, Remote Valve w Fence Row - Spot
More information, call 502Sprayer System - Fri & Rear • JD 425 Riding
Mower, 158 Hrs, 60" Mulcher Deck •Rhino FL-15
753-5538
1984 HONDA Aspacade
Magnum 15' Hyd Fold Cutter • Woods RM-90 3 Pt
loaded. 20.xxx miles, like
Grooming Mower • JD 4 Wheel 16' Farm Wagon
new, must see
Only
&nice Offered
wo963 Gear • Ford 8'-3 Pt Blade • Ford 2 Btm Plow
$3,900 437-4568
TIltJCKS-SCOUTS-..IEEP
'89 Ford F-350 XLT Lariat 4x4, 6.9 Dal Engine
A-1 Tree Professionals
1994 YAMAHA Warrior,
wrBanks Turbo Charger. 5 Speed wOverdrive,
Stump
removal,
tree
Chrome
Custom
Fri
Bumper
w Winch, Alum
good condition. $2500
spraying Serving Murray.
Wheels, Custom Bed w Tool Boxes, Bed Equip.
489-2728.
Calloway Co since 1980
wtincoln Welder-Snap On Battery Charger-Air
4- WHEELER w/trailer.
Compressor-Lift Moore Hyd Lift Boom, Auxiliary
Free estimates 437-3044
$2200. 436-2463.
Fuel & Water Tanks, Reel Hoses To All
or 492-8737
Accessories,
Work
Station
Generator,
AC
DC
FOR sale: Fully loaded,
Convertor For Tools And Much More!! This Truck
Al Al A Tree Service,
1993 Yamaha Kodiak 400,
Was Designed By Mr. Wright &Customized By
Stump
removal,
tree
4 wheel drive with less
Rouzell & David Miller Of Bowling Green, KY •
spraying. leaf
raking,
than 200 actual miles. Call
'64 Ford F600 Custom Cab. 54,000 Miles, Grain
hedge trimming, landscapBed & Hoist.2 Spd • Scout Pickup - 2 Scout
759-9839.
ing,
mulch hauling & mulch
Hillsboro
Wagons
Jeep
20'
Neckover
Dual
KAWASAKI
4-wheeler.
Tandem Trailer,4'Beaver Tail, Ramps,Winch...
spreading, gutter cleaning
Prairie 400 Nearly new
'88 Chevy K5 Silverado 4x4 Blazer, Loaded!
Licensed & insured. Fu I,
759-9695.
Victorian 14x64' 2 Bedroom Mobile Home
line of equipment Free es
MANGO go-carts, seats 2
House Type Windows, Large Master Bedroom,
timates. Tim Lamb,
Large Living Area, Appliances. Central Heat & Air
adults. 13 hp. Honda mo436-5744,
Exceptionally
/19D
Ni
Tools
Accessories
&
tor. 492-6175.
New Hotsy Hot Water High Pressure Power
1-800-548-5262.
Washer, Model 7703 3 Horse Electric, 230 Volts •
ADAM'S HOME
Millermatic 250 OCV-DC Power Source Wire Feed
Welder • Snap On 30 Gallon Parts Washer • Large
IMPROVEMENTS
2 Cylinder Shop Air Compressor • Kuwaski
Where Quality Counts
1993 S-10 Blazer. 84K
Portable Generator • Milwaukee Cut Off Saw •
Decks. Painting, Remodel
$10,000 382-3925
Metal Band Saw • Shop Floor Crane • Shop Press
ing, Repairs. etc
• Drill Press • Floor Jacks • Torches & Gauges •
1996 CHEROKEE CounMetal Band Saw • JD A150 Space Heater • Huge
No Job Too Small. 24-Hr
try 4x4. 41.xxx, local one
Assortment Of Extra Nice Hand Tools
Emergency Service
owner, sharpel $15.900
EARLY EQUIPMENT CONSIGNMENTS:JD 4850 mFWD
502-492-6267
435-4423
Tractor. 3900 Hrs • AC 7000 & 7060 Tractors • JD
AFFORDABLE all around
6500 Hi Cycle • Tye 15' No Till Drill • IN 3 Pt. 15'
Chisel • 300 Bu Gravity Wagon • McFarland 24'
hauling, tree work, gutter
UssICora
Harrow • '77 Chevy Tandem Grain Truck • 500 Gal
cleaning, cleaning out
Sprayer • Rhino 15' Cutter • NH Hay Tedder
sheds. & junk clean-up
1983 TOYOTA Corolla au
AN TI GLIF-S 4/./a_LLICALLE-FUTRELL ESTATE • 1918
436-2867
Handmade Cedar Chifforobe, Made By Peyton
tomatic. 4 door. A/C $450
ALL Ckrpentry Service
Thomas • Antique Beds • Treadle Machine • Old
759-4077
From Foundation to
Safe "JR Vincent" • Antique Dishes • Oatmeal
1985 BUICK LeSabre limDishes • Team Wagon • Team Gear • 1 Horse Tools
Finish
ited- very nice $2500 Call
• Rock Crusher • McCormick Wheat Binder • Iron
18Yrs experience
Kettles And On And On
Buddy at 762-4220, After 5
New Construction • ReThis Will Is an Oania Salo For Farm Machinery Consignments!!
call 753-3050.
modeling* Repairs. Cuselection Reps WIII be On The Farm Fri Mar 5th For OW14 Iii!!
1986 FORD Taurus LX
tom Cabinets* Concrete
Wagon, 4dr, automatic, ROWER SEMEIRFRI DV OF 5A11 - CUPRIC Sellk LETTERS A MUST!
Work. AGC Certified
loaded, 115,xxx miles.
435-4272.
$1500 obo. Call 753-0252.
& REAL ESTATE BROKER
1987 LINCOLN Town Car
APPLIANCE REPAIR
J r ":ANCY FARM. KY- 502-623-8466 JC
Signature Series. Good
PROFESSIONAL
Ru
THE SELLING MACHINE
R
tires, $1200 obo
'
DEPENDABLE
Call
01••••of./Paver if7ers1e-sir Olt',no,'rIP•••,.t
759-9359 after 6pm
502-767-9552

Old Antique Auction
March 6, 1999
6:00 p.m.

Over 350 old items of the best
oak, walnut, mahogany, pine,
maple, collectibles of glass,
lamps, frames, prints, oil paintings, etc.
Beaver Dam Auction
Auctioneers: Bud Jones
Floor Mgr: Bob Street
Owner & Operator: J.C. Smith

Your Ad
Could
Be
Here!

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113
BOOKKEEPING/
Accounting Service Get your
books ready for your tax
preparer References, 15+
years experience, professional. personal service
Computerized
Call
Joanne 759-1519
CALL D.B. Lawns, Etc.
for your yard clean-up,
landscaping & lite hauling
REASONABLE RATES
767-0768
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime
CARPETS, cleaned, commercial and residential
Call 554-0365
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality. excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
CLARK'S LAWN CARE
Free estimates, 9 years
experience. 767-9598.
CLEANING Houses &
Businesses We're ready
to Spring Clean for you!
Do it the right way with
EASY WAY 436-2299.

For Landscaping, Lawn Maintenance.
Aerating. Fertiziling and Over Seeding.
Spring Clean Up. Mulch and To Soil
Delivery. Garden
Tilling. Bushhogging.
Call for

Free Estimates

753-7039

Marit Prescatt
General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specilalizing in small homes

489-2842

For Seat Reservations

le or
I with
Make

4114.
AUCTION

a..

ABSOLUTE

SATURDAY, MARCH 6TH, 1999

riaintein the

Regardless of Weather 10:00 A.M.Regardless of Weather
LOCATION - LOCATION - LOCATION
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Williams. 1008 State Route 94. 2 Miles

ed

West of Lynnville between Lynnville & Pilot Oak, Kentucky. 12 1/2 Miles
South of Mayfield - 17 Miles West of Murray - 16 Miles East of Fulton

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY

67.
59 ACRES
IN 11 TRACTS & COMBINED
REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE AT 10:00 A.M. SHARP!!
2 Bedroom Brick House - Horse Barn - Portable Storage Building - Household
Furnitu're - Washer & Dryer - Fencing Material - Refrigerator - 25 inch Consolc
TV - Chain Saw - MANY MORE ITEMS LISTED
....MANY MORE ITEMS DAY OF THE SALE!!!

:ad)

TRACT 1 - Nice 2 or 3 bedroom red brick home with over 1400 sq.
ft. living area. House has 2 baths, living room, bonus room, dining
room kitchen, sun room, utility, large side porch. one car carport,
setting on 5.579 acres. Also 3 bay outbuilding.
TRACT 2. 5.452 Acres on Highway 94
TRACT 3 - 5.452 Acres on Highway 94
TRACT 4 - 5.579 Acres on Highway 94
TRACT 5 - 5.579 Acres on Highway 94
TRACT 6 - 7.660 Acres on Highway 94
TRACT 7 - 4.834 Acres on Wiggles Road
TRACT 8 - 4.762 Acres with good Horse Barn
TRACT 9. 10.536 Acres on Wiggles Road
TRACT 10. 9.990 Acres on Wiggles Road
TRACT 11 - 2A68 Acres on North side of Highway 94

emn.r.
••

;S

or

TERMS & CONDITIONS REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE AT 10(5) A M SHARP!' 15% down
day of auction. balance due with deed within 30 days of auction Possession of property with deed
Property will be sold in tracts and offered in combinations to deem the highest once NO BUYERS
FEE"' The house was built before 1979. you will be required to sign lead paint waiver day of auction.
Make your inspestirin prior to sale date by contacting HARRIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION at (502)
247-3253 Personal Property will sell after Real Estate

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Westinghouse harvest gold refrigerator. 40" electric range harvest gold. Maytag
white washer & dryer. large chest type deep freeze, porcelain top table, old wood
meal bins, 3 piece maple poster bedroom suit. 3 maple end tables, gold plaid
couch & love seat. large 2 door storage cabinet, fireplace insert, maple oblong
table, brown plaid sofa. 25 inch console TV. 2 bar stools. 6 old ladder back
chairs. 2 cane bottom chairs. sewing machine, metal glider.

NICE 10'X 12 Portable Storage Building

t 169
2048

Wheel harrow, fishing rods & poles etc., fence post. metal gates, wood chicken
coop. XL-I2 chain saw. pots, pans. odd dishes and glassware.
Many other items not listed!!!
NOTE: Mr. and Mrs. Williams have been mmed to a rest home in Tennessee. Mr
and Mrs. Ray Stockdale co-guardians. Parrottsville. Tennessee.

Harris

Real Estate & Auction
2088 State Route 45 North
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

(502) 247-3253
People Working For
People"

Dale Ray Harris
Broker/Adetioneer
Pager: 742-1091

Michael Dale Harris
Associate
Pager: 742-6856

502-274-3349

JA

•

,

MURRAY, KY 420:"
OwnersEhh 4 Rhonda Barger

AUCTIONEER

•.CASH

24 Hour
EXnergency
Service
15 Years
Experience

(5021 474-8222
Cell 519-7781
•

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed ('Ilk HERE
www.automobilesonline.com
Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

$100
Online

Cash Rebate

DWAIN
TAYLOR
het Po/et
('
OF MURRAY. KY

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimming
Cleanup Semi
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality

rue
-

-wKr

.1

450 WOOOSONG LANE

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financine
if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy. '
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or(800)874-056

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
t .S. Highway
45 South

247-1306
I -11410-874-02_56

Sin*fielti
Krnitriti

ai•

•••

Sernces Mired

CUSTOM bulldozing &
For real estate, RENTALS backhoe work, septic sys& new construction Also tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
painting & repair
759-0484
CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bushhogCOLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks, ging, small sobs, box blade
remodeling, vinyl siding
work Free estimates Ger20Yrs experience
ald Carroll 492-6159
753-5592
DAVID'S Cleaning ServCONCRETE finishing
ices
'Cleaning" vinyl sidSidewalks, patios, driveing, homes, mobile homes,
ways Free Estimates
boats, brick driveways,
435-4619
parking lots, all exterior
CUSTOM BUILT
cleaning, acid cleaning
Decks, fencing, carports, available David Borders,
garages, hardwood floors Insured, Completely Moinstalled & finished. Afford- bile. Phone 502-759-4734
able rates. 753-7860
Cellular 502-853-1108

CLEANING SERVICE

ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or lust replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834

Hm. 759-9835.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
pnvacy fences installation
and repairs at reasonable
pnces Dickie Farley
759-1519.
LAWN Service_ Pay less
for better. Call Dan
_ _
753-9618.
LAWN Mowing, Reasonable Rates. Call for estimate. 435-4423.

EVANS odd job service
502-489-2617
FOR dependable and reliable lawn mowing mulching, landscaping, and odd
lobs. call Kenneth Howard
at 767-9939 and leave
References
message
available upon request

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

4

HAPPY BIRTHDAY.for Fnday, Mar. 5,
1999:
Your Instincts are very strong, especially

regarding money. Your sense ofbalance will
help you earn more. Finances are likely to
peak this year if you use this gift and
maximize your opportunities. Listen to
your inner voice; it will lead you in the nght
direction. If you are single. you'll want a
relationship and will actively seek one.
However, you could be attracted to someone who is emotionally unavailable. Get to
know another better before crossing the line
to intimacy. If attached, your relationship
gams because you are much more indulgent
and caring Your mate cannot help but
respond Plan a special trip together. LIBRA understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive, 3-Average;
2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

•

•

ARIES (March 21-April 191
***** Let others pique your imagination and lead you down different paths.
You might not always understand another,
but he is full of fun. Be careful with money
matters. they could contain a quirk or two
Romance builds as your magnetism remains high. Tonight:Take offfor the weekend.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others find your energy and chansma exciting. It might be difficult to concentrate on work with all the flirtation going
on. Deal with others in the most professional manner possible. Avoid mixing business and pleasure. though it could be tempting. Tonight: Tennis, anyone?
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Think carefully before you leap
into action; impulse ndes high. A friend's
suggestion could be enticing. You might
consider racing out ofthe office and starting
the weekend early. Be willing to break

New & Used
Large Inventory

Emergency Water Removal, Furniture, FREE Estimates Call Today

Ward Mins
753-1713

TRU-LEVEL
LAWNCARE 8 VINYL
PAINTING
Experience
SIDING MAINTENANCE
Counts' Danny Robinson
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
where lawncare is taken
753-0616
work,
plumbing, yard
PAINTING INT- EXT Free to a new level Serving
proches & decks Any iob
Estimating
Call 437- Murray with the best priCall Danny Paschall,
ces, free estimates, mow4364
492-8500
ing & tnmming, landscapLOVETT'S LAWN CARE SUREWAY Tree & Stump ing, any yard work, &
Mowing, tnmming, mulch- Removal. Insured with full cleaning of your vinyl siding. Reliable. Reasonable line of equipment. Free es- ing. For your FREE esti
mate call 767-0151 or 767rates. Experienced Call us timates Day or night,
9822
753-5484
at 753-9646

patterns and do something totally differ- could have a strong long-range influence on
your life. Make time for meetings. Tonight:
ent. Tonight: Express yourself.
With friends.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Build a better relationship with a
*** You really don't have to answer to
family member. Unexpected developments
at work give you a new point of reference. another. Keep your decisions to yourself.
Be willing to let go of a set way of looking Don't mix your personal and professional
at another. Loosen up. Trust what you are lives. A loved one or family member demthinking. Accept that offer; you have what onstrates enormous caring. Listen to feedback from a boss; he's well-intentioned.
It takes. Tonight: Home, happily.
Tonight:
A must-show.
22)
(July
23-Aug.
LEO
***** Roll with new beginnings. Try AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
to better understand those in your day-to- **** You might want to leave work
day environment. Recognize that another before you even get there! Avoid office
really cares and wants to get closer to you. gossip, as enticing as it might be. Keep
He might make an overture out of the blue. communication open and caring, yet give
Check out a class or seminar. Tonight: Take yourself permission to head in another
direction. Be your unpredictable self. Othoff.
ers respond. Tonight: Do the unusual.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Indulge an associate; let him talk PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
you into what he deems a fun idea. Whether **** You see events differently. Strong
it is some invigorating exercise at lunch or insights impact your finances. What feels
a fun get-together with co-workers, sur- lucky is. nevertheless, use caution. Don't
pnses await. Be positive and upbeat. and permit another to lure you in adirecuon you
allow greater flow at work. You gain if you don't want to go. A partner gives you
don't get stuck in rigidity. Tonight: Pamper important feedback and information. Tonight: Go for togetherness.
yourself.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your personality melts resis- BORN TODAY
tance. Others feel good about you. Listen to Actor Dean Stockwell (1,936), actress
a loved one's confession. Another lets you Samantha Eggar (1939), magician Penn
know how he feels and where he's coming Jillette (1955)
•* *
from. Evaluate and think before doing someTonight:
Let
the
good
thing totally wild.
times roll.
SCORPIO ((jct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Emphasize better judgment over instincts. You could be going down a path you
normally wouldn't. Let your mind guide
you. A co-worker cares a lot more than you
realize. Feelings run high. as does the need
to indulge. Uproar occurs in domestic matters. Tonight: Early to bed.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec . 21)
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
***** Do not question another's moPREVENT FOREST FIRES.
tives; just understand that he cares. However, you could still be surprised by a loved
one or child. Someone you meet today

MATCH POINT
Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.

STYROCRETE
BUILDERS
REWARD WALL SYSTEMS: Homes & Basements, (832), Insulated
concrete forms. CLASSIC
STEEL FRAME HOMES:
residential, agricultural,
light commercial, mini
warehouses. 436-2007.

Classified

Sorvinss Mired

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & PAINTING
needs. Pressure
washing etc. Dryvit cleaning. 759-3463.

WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network Mon-Fri,125:30
753-0530.
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YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care
With the best equipment
available to serve your
needs Call for early bids
437-4723

Free Column

Snyder selected as intern
The John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C., the nation's center
for the performing arts, has selected Sarah C. Snyder, daughter of
Phil and Deborah Sparks of Murray, as a winter/spring 1999 intern.
She is a 1996 graduate of Murray High School. A dean's list student at Miami University of Ohio,

Snyder will graduate with a bachelor of arts degree in international studies in 2000.
Snyder works with the Kennedy
Center Press Office to promote
performing arts productions and
programs for young people presented by the Center's Education
Department, as well as artists
appearing on the Center's Millen-

DE
one r
selve,

nium Stage.
Her duties include writing and
editing artist biographies, drafting
press releases, developing local
media contacts, updating history
files for past productions, creating press kits and placing items
in relevant local media. She also
assists the Institutional Affairs
Office with special projects.

Quick. Borrow the checkbook.

W11150141
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Snappers M-Seres makes it easy to afford a great mower. How easy? Get a push mower tor $299.99, a

•

seif-propelled -model for only $399.99. or America's best selling rear-engine rider for as little as $999.99. All built with
the quality and durability you expect from a Snapper So stop by today. And ask your dealer about Snap-Credir

a-rycs •4••••• ••••4
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DEAR

PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255

753-5827

HOROSCOO
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

REPAIR
PLUMBING
SERVICE. Al) work guaranteed. Free estimates
753-1134

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands.

Sorvica Mired

SNAPPER
• Born to mow.

IS.
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Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St., Murray • 753-2571

PR I -NA ESTAR CUSTOMER,

HO
COt

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A

LE
MI

PRIME UPGRADE SPECIAL
NOW!
Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

II FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM
FREE BASIC PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
Requires a 1-year programming commitment

YOU'LL ENJOY
•No more lease payments-YOU OWN IT!
•Improved Programming Values
-No Rate Increase Guaranteed•Over 300 crystal-clear, digital channels available
•Smaller, 18" dish antenna
•On-screen interactive Program Guide
•Pay-Per-View movies starting at only $2.99/ea.
Hundreds of programming options, including Sports. Movies. Music and
International programming.
11/
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WOOD ELECTRONICS INC.
(Formerly Wood VCR Service Center)

Heacfne

(SPAN

crgaiio„m

(SPAN

•Vll

figa

QVC

Off

Wurat

'

1111:ila

(502) 753-0530
We will be glad to answer any questions you may have! Please call today! More Channels....More Choices
Serving the West Kentucky area for 10 years. The only dish network retailer
in this area recognized as one of dish networks top 100 retailers.
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I'm a 55-year-old
woman who has six tattoos Is there
any long-term health effect from this
practice?
DEAR READER: Only regret —
and the astonishment, many years
later, at whatever it was that prompted you to do it.
As long as the tattoos were properly
applied by qualified personnel using
sterilelechnique, your risk of hepatitis (or other blood-borne virus infections) is small.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Blood — Donations and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there any way
that I can rid myself of the worst and
most unsightly mistake of my life — a
tattoo?
DEAR READER: Many people, for
one reason or another, allow themselves to be tattooed. Frequently, they
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FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50%

later regret the decision, especially if
DEAR ABBY. Please help! My
the tattoo is the name of someone husband and I are having a relathey would just as soon forget. Using ..kionship-threatening argument over
lasers, plastic surgeons are quite child-rearing practices. As a child
skilled at removing unwanted tattoos
development specialist, I choose to
Ask your family doctor to refer you
err on the side of caution with my
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 16 years old ycrung son. I insist on seat belts,
and recently started using tampons. don't allow him to watch violent or
My grandmother says they're scary movies, and never leave him
unhealthful because they simply act unsupervised. I keep my doors
as a plug. Is this just an old wives' locked, and teach him about
stranger-danger and other safety
tale?
issues.
DEAR READER: I'm afraid so. At
My husband and his family feel
the risk of offending some well-intenthat I'm raising him to be a wimp
tioned grandmothers, I must state
because I don't allow him to swim
that tampons are safe, providing they
a boat in areas known to have a
off
are used according to the manufacturlot of sharks. They don't worry
ers' directions and are changed at
about things like that. I am well
appropriate intervals. Many conservaaware of the unlikelihood of a shark
tive adults consider tampon use by
attack on a human, but feel that it
adolescents to be inappropriate.
is an unnecessary risk. The beach is
However, this view is not shared by
just fine for us.
medical specialists — or by the girls
What bothers me most, Abby, is
themselves. Tampons do not function
that my husband sides with his
as plugs; they are highly absorbent
family, putting down my beliefs and
and actually blot up menstrual criticizing my son. Please comment.
residue. They are also easier to use
CAUTIOUS
than sanitary napkins and are a much
IN DAYTONA BEACH,FLA,
better option for teenagers who
engage in sports.
DEAR CAUTIOUS: If your
DEAR DR. GOTT: Are there harm- husband is siding with his famiful effects of radiation from watching ly against you to the extent you
TV?
feel it's threatening to your
DEAR READER: Color TVs emit marriage, your differences
more radiation than black-and-white extend further than the area of
sets, but the radiation doesn't travel child-rearing. I urge you to convery far in the air. If you are at least sider marriage counseling
six feet from the picture tube, you will before those differences erode
not be exposed to dangerous radia- your marriage beyond repair.
You don't say how old your
tion.
son is, but a mother's first prior1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
ity should always be the safety
her child. Compromise with
of
DR.
your husband on other issues,
but don't back down when it
concerns the safety of your son.

Gorr

LOOKINa'BACK

She said her friend apologized and
said he hadn't heard her say that
she had company,
I asked her why, when he kept
on talking and talking, she couldn't
have said again that she had company and would talk later. She
replied, "I didn't want to be rude to
him." I told her that she was rude to
me, and the extended conversation
was a big turn-off. It soured our
budding relationship.
Who was out of line, Abby?
BOB IN LONG BEACH
DEAR BOB: The caller. It
was rude to keep your friend on
the line when he knew she had
company. The fact that the
woman allowed the conversation to drag on could indicate a
lack of concern for your feelings — or simply a lack of assertiveness on her part.
They were both rude, and it's
regrettable that a budding relationship died from the frostbite
that followed.
**

CONFIDENTIAL TO "FREEZES UP IN PUBLIC": There are
two kinds of people in the
world. There are those who
come into a room and their attitude says, "Here I am!" And
there are those who come into a
room and their attitude says,
"There you are!" Which are
you?
The "there-you-are" type is
the winner. If you want to
receive a warm welcome, remember The happier you are to
see others, the happier they'll
be to see you.
**

*

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Joe
Lawrence scheduling assignments
for evacuation teams during Calloway County's Disaster Emergency
Service Nuclear Fallout Drill. This
was the first of this kind of drills
since 1959 and was a part of an
eight-county link-up which tested
the area's response to a nuclear catastrophe. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Mark Cooper.
Calloway County High School
Lakers and Lady Lakers beat Mayfield High School teams in the
Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament. High scorers
for Calloway were Cliff Curd and
Erica Muskgrow.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of some of
the many boats on exhibit at the • '
show at the West Kentucky Exposition Center. The event is being
sponsored by Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc. The photo is by Staff
Photographer Matt Sanders.
Serving as officers of the Fvtedical Auxiliary of the Calloway
County Medical Society are Mrs.
Donald Hughes, Mrs. David Barrett, Mrs. William Wilson and Mrs.
Prue Kelly.
Thirty years ago
Grayson McClure, Joe Pat
James and Ferrel Miller, commissioners appointed by County Judge
Hall McCuiston to form new magisterial districts which would conform with the ruling of the Supreme Court to give more equal
representation in Calloway Fiscal
Court to citizens of the county, sub-

DEAR ABBY: I had dinner with
a prospective girlfriend at her inviCONTRACT BRIDGE
tation at her house. We had just finCompany otters Has U. a Flex.ble
ished dinner when her phone rang.
Premium Retirement Annuity designed tor
It was a male friend, wanting to tell
periodic as well as single premiums You,
her about some meeting he went to. South dealer.
,Contributions less any applicable maintethree heart tricks before he could
When she answered the phone, she Both sides vulnerable.
n=int,fnoz accumulate wealth for the
discard two hearts on dummy's
said she had company and asked if
,rrender charge; apply
NORTH
minor suit winners.
the
they could talk later. However,
•J 9 8 3
But declarer also observed that
conversation went on and on. I was
V 10 7 4
he might steal the contract even if
in the other room and put on my
•K J 5 2
West turned up with the king of
FARM
coat to leave. At that point, she told
4A K
spades. Accordingly, South won
her friend she had company who
BUREAU
WEST
EAST
the club lead with the king and
INSURANCE
was leaving, and had to hang up. * K 2
+65
continued with the ace, on which
V A K3
V Q85
he discarded the seven of dia• 10 9 4
•8 6 3
monds!
J 10 9 8 6
Q 7 4 32
This unusual discard had its
SOUTH
intended effect. When West next
•A Q 1074
won the king of spades, he shifted
BLONDIE
V J 96 2
to the ten of diamonds, and the
•A Q 7
battle was over. Declarer won with
IS 11-41S 11-4E
YES BUT 114E
rwis GROUP
TWIS YEAR WE FINALLY DECIDED
SAME Ski CLUB
+5
StliNG R3RT Is
the ace, cashed the ace of trumps
WOULD MUO-I RATI-ER
TO GO SONG
WE CATERED
LAUGHABLE
PARTY TI-IAN SKI!
The bidding:
and queen of diamonds,then led a
LAST YEAR?
South
West
North
East low trump to the eight and disAgjim=='t'
amp
1+
Pass
3+
Pass carded two hearts on the K-J of
‘4+
diamonds to make the contract.
r
Opening lead —jack of clubs.
It's not easy to blame West for
—NO
Trying to be a genius at the shifting to a diamond instead of a
• It
table is seldom a paying proposi- heart at trick four. Many others
tion because, in the long run, you would have done the same thing.
8.
will lose more points f..1.i.sin you _ _Usuallyoyhqn declarer takes an
,
gain. But if you pick the right time early discard on one of dummy's
iiierZur4
and place forfan_doings,you will winners—hesliscards from a suit
DEKL a
occasionally score a spectacular where he is weak and not from one
CATHY
triumph.
where he's strong.
Take this case where South
South cleverly traded upon this
rTiOu)
"IOU
.. AND 3U.ST WHEN SHE
"IOU WERE THERE, BUT
TVE FOUND 01 arrived at four spades as shown concept, and earned the victory he
HOW -\
DI
NOT RE/10.N THERE...
SOUL 11A1E: TNE and West led the jack of clubs. It scored. Whether West should have
SLOWL4
71-OUGHT 40U WERE
COULD
DRONE tiER
COMMOTEI), BUT NOT
YOU
Ex- GIRLVAIEND appeared to declarer that the out- seen through declarer's ploy is
FINAW1 STARTING- TO
0101 A
KNOW??
REALLY COMIIIIITED...
OF THE MAN
come depended entirely on certainly debatable, but there is no
OPEN UP TO REAL LOVE,
CRAZ.4,
LEAVE
I USED TO DATE. whether the trump finesse would doubt that South adopted the right
YOU WENT ONLINE AND
IRVING.
•
succeed, because if it failed the strategy to give himself the best
SPENT 44$ STRAlei.rr
defenders were likely to collect chance for the contract.
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Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

Spielberg ID
Save
Ginger —
Vehicle
Similar to
Petroleum
derivatives
42 Women
44 Celtic
language
46 "Melrose
Place" star
48 Made a
choice
51 Hockey great
52 Mr. Baldwin
54 "— — Want
for
Christmas"
55 Bitter vetch
56 Baseball
great
57 MacLachlan
or Chandler
35
36
38
39
40
41

AND LOOK AT I-40W THEy
LEAN AGAINST Te-IE
RAILING

1 "The doctor.
— —"
5 Acting award
9 Damp
12 "Go away,'
13 Eating
utensil
14
Parseghian
15 Declaims
violently
17 Paring
19 Pressed
21 Utilizes
22 Cutting tool
24 Diphthong
25 Fall mo
26 "Norma —"
27 Hire
29 Alley ID
31 Leno's
announcer
32 Odin s
brother
33 Wizard's
home
34 — tight
(remain
calm)

ISN'T IT Cool- THAT Two
PEoPLE oF SUCH LOFERENT
AGES COULD BE SO MUCH
ALIKE?

GARFIEI,D
I THINK I'LL
'TAKE A NAP

THINK I'LL
STAY AWAKE
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I 00N T CARE ..THE
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Subscribe to
the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
818.00
3'mo.
mo.
$36.00
1 yr...,
$72.00
Mail Subscription

4 — Dame
5 — Mice and
Men"
6 She lost her
sheep
7 Irritated
8 Piece out
9 Belt location

8

17

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. March 4,
the 63rd day of 1999. There are
302 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 4, 1789, the Constitution of the United States went
into effect as the first federal Congress met in New York. Lawmakers then adjourned for lack of
a quorum.
On this date:
In 1791, Vermont became the
14th state.
In 1829, an unruly crowd
mobbed the White House during
the inaugural reception for President Jackson,
In 1837, the Illinois state legislature granted a city charter to
Chicago.
In 1861, Abraham Lincoln was
inaugurated president.
In 1902, the American Automobile Association was founded
in Chicago.
In 1925, President Calvin
Coolidge's inauguration was broadcast live on 21 radio stations coastto-coast.
In 1933. Franklin D. Roosevelt
was inaugurated president, pledging to lead the country out of the
Great Depression.
One year ago: The Supreme
Court ruled that sexual harassment
at work can be illegal even when
the offender and victim are of the

3-4 © 1999 United Feature Syndicate
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Syr
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3 Electrified
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
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TODAY IN HISTORY

same gender. A judge ordered
Miami to hold a new mayoral
election. saying widespread absentee-ballot fraud played a role in
the victory of Xavier Suarez the
previous fall.

©1999 King Features Syndicate, Inc

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

nutted their report March 3 and was
placed on file in the county clerk's
office.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Lyle, Feb.
21.
Forty years ago
Rex F. Galloway, Henry H.
Towery, Harold McDougal and
Jerry D. Graham, all of Calloway
County, are taking basic training
with the Army Fifth Battalion at
Fort Jackson, S.C.
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Benton Indians beat Almo Warriors
and Murray High Tigers beat Hazel
Lions. High team scorers were Joe
Dan Gold for Benton, Junior Ferguson for Almo, David Miller for
Murray and James Dale Erwin for
Hazel.
Fifty years ago
T.O. Turner has been appointed
for the 25th time as local chairman
of the annual Easter Seal Drive for
Crippled Children to start March 17
and continue until Easter.
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Calvert city beat Sharpe. Benton
beat Lynn Grove, Brewers beat Hazel and Murray High.beat Hardin.
were
team
scorers
High
McLemore, Calvert City, J. Barrett,
Sharpe, Adkins, Benton, J.D. Howard, Lynn Grove, Cope, Brewers,
Taylor, Hazel, Hargis, Murray
High, and Siress and Thompson.
Hardin.

10 Sea eagle
11 Labels
16 Note of scale
18 Famous
redhead
20 Titles
22 God of war
23 Fathers
25 Slime
27 Arden, et al
28 Parasitic
insect
29 Deprive of life
30 The
sweetsop
34 Befitting a
canonized
person
36 Oxide of icon
37 Star of "The
Truman
Show"
39 Chicago team
41 Tea type
42 Footwear
43 German title
44 Mr Lugoss
45 — and fro
47 Sandwich
meat
49 Building
addition
50 Expire
53 Shepherd ID

RATES
3 mo.........$49.50

$59.50

6 mo.
1 yr.
Check
Visa

$85.00
Money Order

Idi/C

Name
Street Address

City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mall this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Enrichment courses announced
The Murray City School System announces 19 enrichment
courses to be offered to students
during the second week of its twoweek spring break. The first week
of the break is scheduled as vacation time for teachers and students.
The spring break begins on
March 15 and students do not
return to class until March 29.
The school system is also sched-

•

uling remediation classes during
the break for students who need
some extra instruction to reach the
standards established for a certain
subject or grade level. Each school
will contact the parents of students referred for remediation.
Students will bring home more
information and enrollment forms
from school. Enrollment forms are
also available at each school office.
For more information about
enrichment classes, parents are
asked to contact Jean Bennett at
the school system's central administrative office, 753-4363.
The information below includes
the class name, the eligible grades,
the teacher, the cost, the place,
date, time and description.
Gr-r-eat Animal Fun
P1-P2, Holly Bloodworth, $15 plus
$5 for supplies, MES (Purcell's room),
March 2Z-26, 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Participants will explore the wild
world of animals (circus animals, farm
animals, zoo animals, and pet4) through
movement, art, books, and songs.
Multicultural Crafts
P1-P4, Theresa Jones, $15 plus $15
for supplies, MES (Jones's room),
March 22-26, 10 a.m. to noon (PIP2), 12.30-2:30 p.m. (P3-4)
Students will sample the sights, sounds,
and flavor of other countries by creating artwork and sampling foodstuffs.
They'll also learn some different musical styles and dances.
The History of the Life of Jesus
PI-P4, Diane Basiak, $30 plus $10
for supplies, MES (Back's room),
March 22-26, 8 a.m. -noon
Students will take part in mapmaking, breadbaking, and census taking in a non-denominational historical
study of the life of Jesus. The week
includes crafts, snacks, games and
role-play activities.
Exploring Our Environment
P2-P4, Robin Brown, $22.50 plus

Wallace to
appear on
program_
By the time Chris Wallace was
18, he'd had two encounters with
the federal government.
The first was the displacement
of his family from Between the
Rivers, where Wallace forebears had
first settled after serving in the
American Revolution.
The second was the draft lottery. Wallace drew the number 18,
but in the end was saved from
Vietnam. Nothing, however, could
prevent the loss of his family's
home and land in Golden Pond.
Chris Wallace is featured in the
upcoming segment of the radio
series, Connecting People & Place.
Airing on WKMS-FM March 11
at 6:30 p.m., and
March 13 at
6:30 a.m., this installment describes
the dislocation of people from
Land Between The Lakes through
the eyes of a child.
Chris Wallace moved to Cadiz
when he was 8 or 9, but he never
forgot what he left behind in Golden Pond. Thirty years later, memories of waging a private war
against the TVA trucks that parked
in the playground of Golden Pond
School - his playground - inspired
Wallace to write the song, "Whose
Side Are They On?"
"Pine cones were land mines
and clods were hand grenades;
tobacco sticks were machine guns
for a little boy of 8," the song
laments.
That tune is one of four by
Chris Wallace showcased in the
upcoming episode of the 13-part
series.
Connecting People & Place is
sponsored by a grant from the
Kentucky Arts Council. The series
pays tribute to the rich cultural
heritage of the people and the
communities that used to be situated between the Cumberland and
Tennessee Rivers before that land
was converted to a national recreation area by the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Artist in residence, Constance
Alexander, conducts the interviews
and writes and edits the series.
WKMS and Vince Medlock provide technical support. WKMSFM is 91.3 on the dial in Murray, and 92.1 in Paducab.
For more information about this
oral history project, contact Land
Between The Lakes Association,
1-800-455-5897.

$2 for supplies, MES (Brown's room),
March 22-26, 1-4 p.m.
Students will plant a garden, make
posters about protecting the environment, discuss the benefits of recycling, take nature walks and more.
Outdoor Skills
4-5, Katye Olson, $15 plus $3 for
supplies, new city park, Court House
pavilion, March 22-26, 10 a.m. - noon
Activities include how to build a
campfire, fire safety, knots, knife safety, orienteering, campfire cooking (pizza
and s'mores), first aid and pitching a
tent. Some activities may fulfill the
requirements for various scouting
badges.
Lessons in Leadership
4-5, Sandi Flynn and Brea Bennett, $6, MMS (Room 102), March
23: 25, lk.3 p.m.
Activities are aimed at developing
teamwork skills, good listening behavior, conflict resolution, problem-solving skills and identification of personal leadership characteristics.
Musical stages
•P3-P4, 4-5, Nathan Arnett, $9 plus
$5 for supplies, MES (Black's room),
March 23-25, 8-10 a.m. (P3-P4), 10
a.m. - noon (4-5)
The 1999 Campus Lights director
intends to introduce students to the
"sights, sound, and excitement in musical theater." The class explores makeup, costuming, acting, singing, choreography. and the audition experience.
Students will need to bring their favoite
childhood book in order to create a
monolog and a short scene.
Different Shapes/Different Kids
(All special)
P4, 4-5, Chris Holle and Jane
Etheridge, $12, MMS (Room 109),
March 22-25, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
This class aids in the development
of healthy body images in both boys
and girls through fun exercises, activities, and discussion. Goals are to (1)
develop an identity based on inner
strengths, no appearance; (2) to help
students resists onhealthy and unrealistic cultural pressures regarding body
image;(3) to help young people develop healthy eating habits and lifestyles;
and (4) to help young people think
critically about media messages that
promote a distorted view of normal
weight and shape.
Wilderness Survival
6-7, Kelly Rogers, $18 plus $5 for
supplies, Meet at Racer Arena parking lot. March 22-25. 8:30-11:30 am.
Students are invited to "experience
nature on nature's terms." Activities will
develop positive relationships between
participants and the natural environment, with an emphasis on communications, cooperation, and trust among
participants. Primitive skills include
building improvised shelters, locating
water, identifying edible plants, hunting and trapping animals, fire building and making tools and crafts.
Coaching for Cheerleader Tryouts
6-7, 8-H, Jill Herndon, VS.-Murray High School, March 22-26, 10
am.-noon (8-11), 1-3 p.m. (6-7)
Specific instruction will be given
in jumps, motions, gymnastics, and
building/partner stunts, as well as coaching on cheer/dance techniques.
Guardstart: Lifeguarding Tomorrow
6-8, American Red Cross, $45,
MSU Carr Health Building, March
22-26, 8:30-2.30 p.m.
The class prepares students for jobs
in lifeguarding by focusing on prevention of aquatic accidents, fitness
and swimming skills response in an
emergency, leadership skills and the
professionalism of a lifeguard.
Babysitting
6-8, Kelly and Ben Jackson, $30,
Murray Middle School (faculty lounge).
March 22-26. 8 a.m. - noon
Students will learn safety tips for
babysitting children of all ages, including how to handle emergencies, first
aid, and CPR. They'll also find out
how to promote themselves as respon9'
••••

•

sible babysitters, including writing
advertisements and compiling a resume.
No previous experience is necessary.
Setting the Standard
6-9, Chris Holle, $6, MMS (Room
209), March 24, 12:30-4:30 p.m.
"Men of Respect" is an organization on the MSU campus dedicated
to reducing the incidence of sexual
assaul by giving men a vision to take
a stand for respectful treatment of
others. Through games, activities, and
discussion, participants will learn (1)
how to make good decisions in life
especially regarding treating other people respectfully; (2) how to change
their environment by being moral thermostats so that women of the future
will be safe; (3) the importance of
self-discipline; and (4) foundations for
furthering character development.
Sister to Sister Summit
6-9, Renee Fister, $6, MMS (Room
204), March 24. 12:30-4:30 p.m.
This one-day session gives young
women an opportunity to open their
hearts and minds in a discussion of
two important topics - body image
and sex. The participants can voice
any comments, frustrations, or ideas.
This is a national program, sponsored
locally by the American Association
of University Women.
Boating Safety
6-12, Bob Lewis, $18, MHS
(Sparks's room), March 22-26, 1:303:30 p.m.
Students will learn all about boats,
legal requirements, navigation rules
and other topics related to Kentucky
and Barkeley Lakes. (This course fulfills the new law in Kentucky which
requires 12-17 year olds to study
responsible boating practices and pass
an exam. The fee includes a manual
and a certificate accepted by the state.)
Breads and More
7-12, Heather Duffy, $28.50 plus
$10 for supplies. Fifteenth and Olive
Deli and Grille. March 22-25, M-W
2-6 p.m., Th 8-3 p.m.
Students will mix, shape, and bake
various kinds of bread in the restaurant kitchen (including American loaf
breads, foccacia, and baguettes, as
well as cookies, brownies, and pizza).
On Thursday, they'll visit Kirchoff's
bakery, Flamingo Row and the Bookcellar (a bookstore and coffeeshop) in
Paducah.
To Infinity and Beyond
8-12, Wayne Bell, $9, MHS library,
March 22, 24, 26, 9-11 a.m.
Some curious notions of size, both
the very large and the very small,
will be explored. Consider: If you are
running the Hotel Infinity and the rooms
are full, can you accommodate an
extra guest?
Practicing/Preparing for the ACT
11, 12, Endeavor Research Corp.,
MHS ( Meloan's room), $45, March
22, 23, 6:30-9:30 p.m.
The class covers (1) tips and strategies for taking any multiple-choice tests;
(2) specific strategies for attacking
each type of question - English, math,
reading, and science reasoning; (3) a
unique system for individual analysis
of errors; (4) a focused practice schedule; and (5) detailed answer explanations for three complete practice tests.
It is recommended that juniors and those
who wish to retake the ACT take this
class now. The ACT will be offered
April 20; the deadline to apply is
March 5. Registration packets can be
picked up in the MHS counselor's
office.
Classic Operatunity
9-12, Hope Foster, $15 plus $55
for expenses, Louisville (leave from
MHS), March 23, 7 a.m. -2 a.m.
Students will travel to Louisville
for an evening performance of Guonod's opera Romeo and Juliet at the
Kentucky Performing Arts Center. The
itinerary includes "Lunch and Listen"
at Vincenzo' s Restaurant, the Louisville
Science Center, an optional 1MAX
performance of "The Greatest Places,
and dinner before the show. A short
informational meeting will take place
during activity period on March 10
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